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1.0 INTRODUCTION
a
	
	
Pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) using solid teflon propellant have a flight
demonstrated simplicity and reliability (.' ) and are of increasing interest for
future flight applications. Earlier versions of these thrusters had total
impulses of less than 3000 lb-sec and impulse bits of less than 100 alb-sec,
and hence, were limited to applications such as east-west stationkeeping and
fine attitude control of small spacecraft. (2) A one-millipound average thrust
PPT is currently under development to extend the capabilities of the pulsed
plasma thruster to applications on larger spacecraft with longer mission
i
	 duration. O This thruster has an impulse bit roughly 50 times larger, and a
total impulse roughly 1.0 times larger, than the earlier versions. In addition,
its specific impulse, propellant flow rate, efficiency and power are also
significantly higher. .Envisioned applications for this millipound thruster
include north-south stationkeeping, satellite orbit acquisition and maneu-
vering, and large structure attitude control.
The flight experience of the smaller pulsed plasma thrusters has shown
r
	
	 that the exhaust plume of these thrusters has a negligible effect on spacecraft
surfaces. (4) The exhaust plume of the one-millipound thruster is of potentially
greater concern, primarily due to its higher energy and mass. In addition,
longer duration missions with ever more sensitive instrumentation will aggravate
auiy pliMe contamination problem that may exist. Previous studies (5) have been
conducted to assess the effect of the one-millipound PPT plane on spacecraft
f
surfaces by directly measuring the plume flux towards a spacecraft upstream of
-5-
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the thruster exhaust plane. Unfortunately, accurate results have been masked
by a backscattered flux of particles reflected and eroded from the test facility
vacutun chamber walls. In order to minimize this effect and to develop a more
accurate measure of the plume-spacecraft interaction, a study was carried out
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory using the Molecular Sink Vacuum Facility
(NiOLfINfK) . This facility has a gaaetx ;ill tw y:r cooled ariec}toic-type liner
(MOLTRAP) especially designed to minimize any plume-wall backscatter, thus
providing ait environment in which accurate plume-spacecraft interaction
measurements may be made.
The JPL plume study has been divided into two phases:
Phase I: An evaluation of the PPT plume-wall backscatter characteristics
of the MOLSINK facility, a conceptual design for a PPT backflow measurement
technique, and the development of a low temperature quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) design to be used in measuring this backflow.
Phase II: A study of the plume-spacecraft interaction utilizing the MOLSINK
facility, including a direct measurement of the plume backflow mass flux
into the thruster nozzle exit plane at various distances from the thruster
axis and a measure of the PPT primary plume mass flux profile downstream
of the thruster nozzle.
The experiments and analyses of Phase I have been completed and are detailed
in a previous report. (6) Included is a description of the 1-OLSINK 1 facility as
modified for use with the pulsed plasma thruster, and of the Solar Electric
Propulsion (SEP) vacuum facility, used for the PPT primary plume studies and
1
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preliminary QCM testing. The QCM circuit design and calibration at liquid
nitrogen temperatures is also discussed. Backscatter from the MOLTRAP anechoic
surface was measured in total, and at two specific locations, using QG ,1 test
arrays designed for this purpose. The results indicate that the plume wall
backscatter is highest at the wall areas closest to the thruster axis and
Calls to nogl.i l;i.ble values at the plume boundary-wall intortiection, ,,,G, ` o1 * 1 this
axis. The total backscatter from the entire MOLTRAP wall area was found to be
almost 5% of the PPT plume mass. Based on these wall backscatter measure*•ents,
a conceptual method was developed for measuring the PPT plume backflow. Because
of the relatively large plume-wall backscatter in the MOLSINK over the wall
area directly in the PPT primary plume, an indirect method of measuring; the
backflow is required which avoids measuring the wall backscatter. Figure l
shows the conceptual technique, which uses a collimated QCM to make the plume
backflow measurement. This collimated QGI is rotated around a fixed point at
the entrance to the collimator. one collimator aperture "dip" angle is finite;
therefore the QGI signal originates from a small segment of the PPT plume and
a segment of the MOLTRAP wall. The insert in figure 1 indicates the kind of
data expected from such a measurement. The greatest backflow would be expected
at a dip angle of 0 0
 - decreasing to lower values in the downstream direction.
Once the view angle begins to intercept the plume boundary-wall intersection,
the wall backscatter will begin to dominate the signal. By considering only
the data for small dip angles, the net total plume backflow can be calculated
by summing the data over the dip angle distribution. Using a collimator with
a conical aperture as shown in Figure 2 would require observations over various
k
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Mdip angles both parallel and perpendicular to the thruster axis in order to
observe the entire plump volume. To avoid the experimental. complexity
associated with such an aperture, a slotted aperture was chosen for the collimator
design, as also shown in Figure 2.
Building upon the previous Phase I efforts, the Phase II investigations
of the PPT primary plume and plume backflow have been completed, and are
detailed in this report. A discussion of the primary plume measurements and
their impact on the plume backflow testing is followed by a description of the
design of the Q(N backflow U st apparatus. 	 After these sections, the
collimated Q(N measurements taken in the MDLSINK facility are described and used
in a detailed analysis of the PPT plume backflow level and distribution. Finally,
an additional section is incluF%`.+k-w iCi describes a small follow-on measurement
of the plume backflow from the PPT with a radically modified nozzle geometry, to
determine the backflow sensitivity to nozzle design.
-io-
2 , 0 PRIMARY 1111M, STUDIES
The source of the backflow from the pulsed plasma thruster is the primary
plane downstream of the thruster nozzle. The backflow mass flux magnitude
and its distribuLlon away from and around the thruster axis both d.:pend on the
prii iry plivie miss flux, velocity, and chemical structure. In order to develop
;rn acc:urate picture of the PPT backflow, and,more practicall)', to assist in the
design of an acceptable backflow measurement tecluiidue, a basic understanding of
these characteristics of the PPT primary plume is necessary. To develop this
understanding, various tests have been carried out and ave described in the
following paragraphs. The major fraction of these tests was performed in the
Stil l vacuum facility due to its greater operating convenience and lower cost. (6)
The remaining tests require a thruster environment more similar to actual
space flight conditions, and,hence, were performed in the M©LSINK facility.(6,7)
2.1 Mylar Target 1)e2osition The exit orifice of the PPT exhaust nozzle is a
1.1.5 by 16.5 cm rectangle with a resulting aspect ratio of 1.4. This azimuthally
nons)mmetric shape implies that the exhaust plume, and hence the plume backflow,
may also be non-axisymnetiica around the thruster axis. In addition, any plume-
wall backscatter would he non-axisymnetric. This would require any primary or
bac•kClow plume measurement to be made at various azimuthal as well as radial and
axial locations, and,thus, would considerably complicate the experimental testing.
Recent observations at the Fairchild Republic Co. (S) indicate that 40 cm
downstream of the nozzle exit plane, the PPT plume is elliptical in cross-
sect Lon with its major axis parallel to the nozzle longer dimension, and with
an aspect ratio of only 1.2. These results suggest that at greater dowt stream
axial locations, the plume may approach azimuthal s)mmmetry.
When installed in the MOLSINK facility for the plume backflow measuremonts,
the PPT was placed approxbmately in the center of the enclosed volume so to
-11-
provide maximum thermalthermal isolation from the MOLSINK walls. (6) In this position,
the thruster plume will collide with the MOLSINK walls approximately 80 cm
downstream of the PPT nozzle exit plane (assuming a plume expansion angle of
about 40° (5) ). To check the primary plume symmetry, and hence the plume-wall
backscatter symmetry at this axial location, a technique developed for plume
studies of the 8 cm ion bombardment thruster was used. (9) A 1.2 meter square
0sheet of 1 mil thick Mylar coated with a 700 A thick layer of aluminum was
placed 76 cm downstream of the PPT nozzle exit plane, on a frame supporting its
top and bottom edges. A 38 cm diameter hole was cut in the center of this sheet
to permit the central core of the PPT plume to escape without damaging the
fragile Nlylar. A photograph of this aluminized Mylar target is shown in figure 3,
as installed in the SEP vacuum facility prior to the test.
During the test, the target could be seen to oscillate after each thruster i
discharge due to the plume impingement. The target was exposed to approximately
	
4
12,000 discharge pulses over a three day period, and then removed from the tank
for analysis. A photograph of the target after the test is shown in Figure 4.
A series of concentric rings can be observed in this black and white reproduction
which,in fact, are multicolored, in a manner similar to the bands of light seen
in quarter-wave diffraction plates. Such plates consist of a,highly reflective
surface, such as aluminum, covered with a layer of transparent material with
a thickness equal to an odd multiple of a quarter of a wavelength of the
a
absorbed light. Thus, the presence of these concentric rings on the aluminized
target indicates that material has been deposited.
The primary reason for performing the plume target test was to determine
the azimuthal symmetry of the PPT plume, 70-80 cm downstream of the nozzle. The
shape of the concentric rings seen on the plume target provides an accurate
measure of this symmetry. The center of these rings is displaced upward
-12-
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approximately 0 cm from the center of the plume target, indicating a slight
misalignment in either the plume discharge or tbo thruster mounting. The
concentric rings are circular, except for flat spots at the 10 o'clock and
2 o'clock positions. The top of the target (12 o'clock) corresponds to the
location of the cathode electrode and the spark plug trigger; hence these
flat spots may be associated with the difference between the cathode and the
anode discharge physics. In any case, these flat spots represent a deviation
from the circular ring mean radius of less than 5%; thus for practical
purposes the primary plume can be taken to be azimuthally uniform. A further
test to check the backflow plume axisymmetry is described in section 4.2 and
confirms that the backflow is also azimuthally uniform.
In order to obtain more detailed information on the plume deposit, three
different methods of measuring the actual thickness of the deposit on the
plume target were attempted, The .first method, utilizing a laser ellipsometer,
failed due to the flexibility of the plume target Mylar substrate. This flex
ibility prevented the target from resting evenly on the sensing platform, which
led to large inaccuracies. The second method utilized a Sloan DEKTAK Surface
Profile Measuring System which senses the position of a scribe as it moves along
the sample surface. This method was also unable to measure the absolute
thickness of the deposition, agdin bemuse of the ClexibiIity of the Dtyl,ir sub-
strate; however it slid indicate that the existing micropores in the aluminum
layer were smoothed over towards the target center. This could happen either
by the deposit filling the micropores or by the plume eroding the surrounding
aluminum. Finally, the transmittivity of the target was measured to see if any
a
qualitative evidence could be found to determine the deposit thickness. The
1
transmission coefficient was found to drop from 2.7% at the outer edge of the
	
y
target to 2.0% at the edge of the hole in the center of the target. This
change in transmittivity is relatively small and indicates that either the
deposit thickness increases towards the target center or that the target
surface features change with decreasing radius to increase the reflectivity.
In the light of the smoothed over micropores found with the surface profile
measurement, it is more probable that the target surface features changed.
None of the previous methods were able to determine the difference between
erosion or deposition on the target, and hence, provide little improvement
over the previous quarter wave plate analysis, in the understanding of the
plume target results.
2.2 Double Qqj Probe Mass Flux Previous investigators ("" Ill) have studied
PPT plumes using such various diagnostics as Langmuir and B-field probes,
calorimetric disks, high speed photography, glass capture caps, Faraday cups,
microwave interferometry and single QCMs. When combined with the known per-
formance of the PPT, these studies indicate that a significant fraction of the
plume mass flux consists of low energy (probably neutral) particles. Thus,
in order to measure the radial distribution of the PPT primary plume mass flux,
a method is needed which is sensitive to both the neutral and ionized components
of the plume. In addition, the method must provide adequate spatial resolution
1
and an in situ, real time output to minimize error.
To ..atisfy the above requirements, a QCM measurement would seem to provide
an adequate solution; however; as previously mentioned, earlier attempts$)
-16
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to determine the radial distribution of the plume mass flux with a single Q(Ti
have met with little success because the plume erodes the QCM collecting surface
rather than depositing on it. In order to alleviate this difficulty and still
maintain the advantages of a QCM measurement, a special double QCM probe was
developed, and is sketched in Figure S. It consists of a shielded container
with an aperture designed to direct the incoming mass flux to QCM 1, placed
at an angle of 454 with respect to the incoming axis. The material which
reflects or erodes from QCM 1 is partially captured by QG1 2, placed normal to
the incoming axis and on the optical path from Q(,M 1.
The net signal output, S1 , of QCM 1, facing the PPT plume is equal to
the rate of material deposited on the crystal sensor. This rate is equal to
the axial component of the local plume mass flux, ih, less the amounts
reflected and ablated, ih r , from the QCM surface:
Sl = th cos 45 4 - mx,	 (1)
The cos 45 4
 is required to correct for the angle between the incoming axis and
the QM collecting surface normal. The reflected and ablated mass flux leaves
the surface of QCM 1 in some unknown distribution about the Q(M surface normal..
Some fraction, K, of this mass flux impinges on and is collected by QCM 2.
Thus, the signal output, S2 , of QCM 2 is:
S2 
':2 Mr	 (2)
The fraction, K, not only accounts for the fraction of reflected and ablated
i
	 material from QCM 1 that impinges on Q(N 2, but also for that fraction of
impinging material that actually sticks to the collecting surface of QCM 2,
-174
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rather than ablating and reflecting from it.
The axial plume mass flux, r6, can be found by eliminating the re flected
and ablated mass flux, dy, from Equations (1) and (2):
41 = S1 +S2 	 1	 (3)
-r" cos 450
The values of S  and S2
 can be measured locally to give a local value of
ffi, provided the constant, K, is known. This constant can be found through a
calculation of the total mass flow rate, rte,, from the thruster discharge as
follows.
The total mass flux over the entire plume cross section is given by:
MT = (61  dA	 (4)
W. A
where dA is a differential cross-sectiom area element, normal to the thruster
axis. Substituting into equation (3):
rhT _	 1dA + fG,
	
dA	 1	 (5)
A
^,.	
cos 450A	 ^.
Under the assumption that the constant, K, is independent of radius,
equation (5) can be solved for K:
K = rte, cos 450 
-fl dA	 (6)
S2dA	
333
The total mass flow rate, fib,, is known to be 1.56 mg/pulse; thus
measurements of S1 and S2 versus radius can be used to experimentally
evaluate the constant, K. Once known, K can be substituted along with
_lq_
local values of S l and S2 into equation (3) to give the local axial plume mass
flux, fi.	 Y
The double Qat probe used in the testing is shown in Figure 6 with and
without its cover plate. The quartz blank of QCM 1 with both its collecting
and reference electrodes can be seen. QCM 2 has a separate cover plate to
insure that the mass collected on QCM 2 is only from that eroded and reflected
from the QCM 1 collecting electrode, and not from any spurious internal
scattering. The circular shaft shown in the photographs is a mounting fixture
used for assembly that simulates the required liquid nitrogen (LN 2) cooling
line. When installed in the SEP vacuum facility, the LN 2 cooling line
consisted of a 1.5 inch diameter flexible stainless steel tube fed through
the top of the vacuum tank and down to the double QCM probe where its end was
plugged. This cooling line was filled with LN 2
 from outside the vacuum tank,
while gravity acted to keep the LN 2 down at the end of the tube at the probe.
The 1.5 inch diameter was necessary to prevent a vapor lock from forming
and Preventing the LN 2 from reaching the double QCM probe..
The double QCM probe was mounted on a movable support that was capable
of sweeping the probe radially outward from the thruster axis to a radius of
roughly 75 cm. A complicating factor in the construction of this support was
the requirement that the probe remain tied to the LN 2 feed line. Although
made of flexible steel tubing, at LN2
 temperatures this line is relatively
stiff, requiring that the support be sturdy enough to move the probe against
the drag of this LN2 line. Two desif,m options were considered: 1) a support
M	 i
rack which pivots about a point in the PPT nozzle exit plane at the thruster
-20-
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a) COVER PLATE REMOVED
ii a •
b) COVER PLATE IN PLACE
Off►/ 	 Figure 6.
	 Double QCM Probe Photographs
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axis, such that the double QCM probe was always at a constant distance from
this point; mid 2) a support rack which moves radially along a straight line
perpendicular to the thruster axis, such that the probe remained a constant
distance downstream of the PPT nozzle exit plane. The first option would have
required the construction of a strong, curved track and a complex motor assembly
to move the support along this track. In addition, maintaining the alignment
of the probe would have been difficult. Because the second option is mechanically
more simple, it was chosen for the support design.
Figure 7 shows a photograph of the final installation in the SEP vacuum
facility. The probe is mounted in a support which slides on Teflon bearings
along two parallel stainless steel tubes. A cable-chain drive system is
connected to the probe support around two pulleys, seen at each end of the two
parallel tubes. This system is driven by an electric motor at the base of the
diamond shaped structural frame. The LN 2 feed line can be seen curving from
the probe up to the top of the vacuum tank. With this system, the double QCh1
probe can be positioned anywhere between 30 cm to the left of the thruster axis to
75 cm to the right. The probe cover plate was positioned 74 cm downstream of
the PPT nozzle exit plane, approximately at the same location as the aluminized
Mylar target discussed in the previous section.
Using the double QCM probe, measurements were made over a period of several
days with the thruster firing once every 17 seconds. The SEP facility walls
were maintained at IN 2 temperature to minimize the wall-plume backscatter. The
data taken during this test were reduced to the mass flux values, S 1 and S21
for both	 in the probe. These are shown in Figure 8, plotted versus radius
-22-
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tv,
measured from the PPT plume axis. As expected, the signal, from QCM 1 indicates
its collecting surface is eroding for probe positions out to a radius of about
45 cm. The signal from Q(24 2 is consistent with this erosion in the sense that
it is largest when the eroded mass flux is largest, and hence when the great-
est amount of material is available for collection.
The two data points shown for each QCM at a radius of 26 cm were taken
on opposite sides of the thruster axis, and thus provide a measure of the
symmetry of the plume and the accuracy of the probe analysis. The two data
points of the QCM 1 signal are virtually identical, indicating that the iulcomi.ng
pltane mass flux is the same on opposite sides of the PPT axis, and,hence, is
l
axisynm)etric. The two data points of QCM 2 differ by about a ;factor of 1.6,
indicating that the fraction, K, of scattered and eroded material collected
by QCM 2 from QCM 1 can vary by as much as 60%.
Using the data of Figure 8, Equation (6) was used to calculate the constant,
K. This value was found to be 0.014, and indicates that only 1.4% of the
material reflected and eroded from QCM 1 is collected by QCM 2. The error
induced in the calculated mass flux profile due to the variation in K can be
seen in Figure 9 which shows this calculated profi ei versus radius. The two
data points at a radius of 26 cm indicate that the error in this mass flux
due to the variation in K can also be as :rush as 60%. With this implicit
error in mind, the profile of Figure 9 still provides a reasonable measure
of the mass flux distribution over the plume radial extent. This profile
approximates a Gaussian shape, wit3i a half width at half maxi.mtua of 28 cm,
i
corresponding to an enclosed half angle from the plume axis of 210.
-25-
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At a radius of 60 cm (whi.ch
 corresponds to an enclosed half angle of 40 0) the
plume flux is less than 1C% of its centerline value.
2.3 High Speed Plume Photography Earlier studies of lower energy pulsed
plasma thruster discharges have utilized high speed photography to study
the evolution of the primary plume over the total discharge time. (") These
studies have prov-Wed valuable information about the PPT primary plume
velocity and formation, which indicates that the plume is not a simple
expansion of a homogeneous plasma. In order to investigate the properties of
the 1 mlb PPT plume under study in this report, and to substantiate some of
the previous experimental results, a high speed photography study of the PIT
primary plume was carried out. In particular, a measure of the plume velocity
was desired in order to determine the time at which the plume collides with
the vacuum tank wall and begins to backscatter.
This study was carried out with the thruster installed in the SEP vacuum
facility in the same location as for the previous Mylar target and double
QCM probe tests. An observation port in the side of the vacuum chamber was
used to view the plume. This port has a glass window with its center displaced
46 cm downstream of the PPT nozzle exit plane. The experimental set-up is
sketched in Figure 10, and shows the trigger delay generator (TRW model 46A)
which served to trigger the camera shutter after a set delay from the begin-
ning of the PPT discharge pulse. The camera is a TRW image converter camera
model 1D and used a microsecond framing plug-in unit Model 4B to control
the number and length of exposures per discharge. This particular framing
-27-
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unit allowed three separate exposures to be made during each PPT discha^,ge.
The duration of each exposure was of order 0.2 usec and the separation
between each exposure was controllable between 0.5 and 20 . 0 ,sec. To insure
that the axis of the camera was perpendicular to the PPT plume axis, and to
determine the exact image demagnification, a ruler was suspended from the top
of the vacuum tank, along the thruster axis. The camera was aimed at a point
on this ruler corresponding to a right angle between the thruster and camera
axes and a photograph of the scale was taken. The demagnification was then
calculated and found to be 13.9:1.
Figure 11 shows a sample series of photographs taken of the PPT plinne.
Each individual frame has three grid lines superimposed on the actual plume
e q)osure. The overall series shows the time history of the plume as it
passes the observation area, with time increasing from the bottom of the
figure. Each group of three pictures was taken during one discharge pulse.
In order to compare the plume behavior from pulse to pulse, each separate
series of photographs overlaps the time of the accompanying series. The
photographs in Figure 11 span the time from when the plume first appears in
this viewing region, about 19 usec after discharge initiation, to when the
plume luaiiinosity decays to where it is no longer visible, about 37 usec
after the discharge initiation. As observed, the plume is not homogeneous,
but in fact contains locallized regions of high luaninosity, and thus
presumably high density. Over fifty photographs similar to those in Figure 11
were taken and all show some degree of nonunifonnity in the luminosity pattern.
The nonunifonnities ut the plume plasma must average out over many discharge
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pulses, in order to give the relatively uniform experimental results found.
with the My]€tr target and double Q(N probe tests. The plume backflow is
expected to behave in a similar manner, since it originates in the primary
plume.
The velocity of the luminous discharge plasma seen in the photographs
of Figure 11 can be determined by calculating the tune-of-flight distance
between one photograph and another, separated by a known time interval.
Using this method, the velocity of the plasma front as seen in the earliest
group of pictures in Figure 11 is 30 + 5.5 km/sec. The velocity of the
bright luminous region, seen in the middle group of Figure 11, is 23 ± 5.5 km/sec.
The error bars in these velocities represent standard deviations calculated
by combining the measured velocities of several series of photographs similar
to those in Figure II. The discrepancy between the velocities of the plume
leading edge and the luninotu, region inside the phone may be due to several
reasons, including different magnetic force acceleration patterns, and
difference local acoustic -flow properties.
The plume average exhaust velocity is Down to be 17 km,/sec, which is
significantly smaller than the two measured velocities. This suggests
that the luminous portion of the pluite consists of only a fraction of
the total discharge mass and that the remainder is moving at a velocity
lower than the plLuiie average. This t)---pe of behavior has been seen before
in micropound thrusters (l0) , where the luminous portion of the plume was
found to be the ionized fraction of the patine. Measurements of the ion
velocity of the mi.11ipound thruster plume were made at Fairchild (5) using
77	 -7W
a Langmuir probe and show good agreement with the present photographic
measurements.
In the WLSINK facility, where the plume backflow measurements were made, 	 .
the thruster was installed with its exit plane perpendicular to the major axis
of the ellipsoidal tank, roughly 1.5 m from the tank end. Thus, the plume
leading edge will reach the tank wall roughly 50 usec after the PET discharge
initiation. Since this portion of the plume is the most energetic, it would
he expected that most of the wall backscatter would originate with this
portion. Assuming, conservatively, that the backscatter velocity is equal to
the incoming plume velocity, the backscatter will reach the area of the thruster
nozzle roughly 100 usec after the discharge initiation.
Ilie energetic portion of the PPT plume is ionized and thus is confined to
within the magnetic field pattern of the PPT discharge. The lower energy,
slower moving portion is not confined by this field and thus, is free to flow
radially outward and axially upstream more easily. The PPT plume backflow is
expected to be primarily composed of material from this lower energy portion.
Although the velocity of this portion of the plume is unknown, it must be
less than the plume average velocity and is probably close to its sonic
velocity. Assuming the temperature of this material is less than 10,000 K,
an upper estimate of the velocity can be found from the definition of the
sonic velocity, Cs:
1
I1
	
CS = V Y RT
where Y is the ratio of specific heats and is taken to be 5/3, and R is the
ideal gas constant divided by the average plume molecular weight of 16.7 amu
The result gives a value of roughly 3000 m/sec, or about one-tenth of the high
speed plume portion. Using the estimated wall backscatter return time of
100 psec, the low speed backflow will travel only about 30 cm from the thruster
axis before the wall backscatter overtakes it, thus any backflow measurement
in the MOLSINK facility must be designed to correct for an almost simultaneous
wall backscatter.
In addition to the preceding observations of the PPT plume on the thruster
axis, the high-speed camera was also used to determine the expansion angle of
the luminous portion of the plume. Figure 12 shows a schematic of the camera
geometry used to make this measurement. At the camera axial position of 46 cm,
it was tilted up from its original position, aligned perpendicular to the
thruster axis, to a position where the edge of the plume was centered on the
photograph. As shown in part (a) of Figure 12, the angular displacement was
found to be 170 . Using this angle and the known distance from the
camera to the thruster axis (132 cm), the plume radius at this axial location
can be determined. As shown in part (b) of Figure 12, the plume expansion
angle, e, can then be calculated and found to be roughl, 10 0 , which is
in agreement with the previous measurements. From the photographs taken of
the PPTI plume edge, the velocity of the plume at this location was found to
be 26 +_5 km/sec. This velocity is approximately equal to the measured center-
line plume velocity; thus the plume velocity radial profile is essentially flat
out to the plume edge. This type of radially uniform velocity profile is
similar to those found in other types of plasma thrusters.(12)
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2.4 Plume Composition Analysis The results of the previous studies have
indicated that the plume material in the central part of the primary plume
a
is energetic enough to erode the vacuum tank wall surfaces. In addition, it
is known that the major amount of plume-wall backscatter is from this central
part of the plume. (6) These two facts combine to suggest that the backscattered
material from the tank walls may be composed of ablated material from the wall,
and hence, recognizably different from the backflow from the plume itself. In
order to determine if this possibility is indeed true, a series of tests was
run to determine the plane composition using visible light spectroscopy and carbon
disk analysis.
A 0.5 m Jarrel-Ash grating spectrometer was set up in the same location
as the high speed camera shown in Figure 10, to observe the optical radiation
from the PPT exhaust plume perpendicular to the plume axis. The wavelength
range from about 2000 X to 6000 X was covered using Royal Pan Film, with a
mercury vapor lamp for a comparison spectrum. Exposures were varied from
15 to 45 discharge pulses to provide adequate resolution. The results indicate
that spectral lines can be found over the entire range. Analysis indicates
that much of this radiation is due to singly ionized fluorine with some
contributions from ionized carbon. No lines from neutral carbon or fluorine,
or from any other specie, were found.. This indicates that the energy of the
plume neutral specie component is such that the radiation from this component
is negligible with respect to that from the ionized specie. It also suggests
that little recombination of the charged particle plasma is occurring upstream
of the observed plume region. Since no spectral lines from any specie from
M
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the vacuum tank wall were observed, it appears that the wall backscatter
cannot be resolved from the plume backflow using this spectroscopic method.
An alternate method of resolving the possible differences between the
plume backflow and wall backscatter involves the analysis of the material
deposited on sampling surfaces exposed to the PPT plume. A scanning electron
microscope {Sr) was used to observe the morphology of the surface deposits
on these sampling surfaces and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis was used
to identify the atomic species. This type of X-ray analysis is unable to
differentiate between species of atomic numbers lower than 9, hence only
the fluorine in the Teflon propellant can be identified, while the carbon
will remain transparent. In addition to possibly differentiating between back-
scatter and backflow, scanning electron microscopy is also useful in checking
the uniformity of the deposits on the collecting surfaces. This uniformity
strongly affects the calibration constant for the QCMs used in these plume
studies. For the previous work, including that of the Phase I effort, this
deposit was assumed to be uniform and the calibration constant was calculated
accordingly. This assumption can be checked using the aforesaid method. These
analyses, including both the SEM photography and the X-ray energy dispersive
spectroscopy,were performed by Dr. Raymond L. Chuan of the Brunswick Corporation.
Initially the analysis was carried out on the deposit on the collecting
surface of a QCTvt used in the off-axis skimmer of the Phase I testing. (6)
It was hoped that an examination of this QCM would provide some evidence
of the species backscattered from the tank wall, since only this backscatter
could have reached the QCM. An SBI photograph of a portion of this QCM
36
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°o6necting surface pis shdm bi Figure 13 (a) . As evident ', the deposit on the
.	 platinum electrode surface tonsists of relatively few isolated particles.
Particle A is shown at a greater magnification in Figure 13 (b), where it
appears to be amorphous with an overall size of roughly 80 microns. X-ray
spectra of this particle i'ndidate that it is composed primarily of alumina
and hence, is probably a sputtered particle from the aluminum in the vacutin
tank walls or QG1 body. The remaining particles were each examined and
found to have no resolvable X-ray spectra, indicating that they are composed
of low atomic number elements (less than 9), Which nTay or may not be from
the PPT plume.
Analysis of the previous QG1 surface was ambiguous, since its collecting
surface was shielded from the PPT plume by the skimmer wall and since little
measurable mass was deposited on its surface. In addition, 'Ohe X-ray spectra
of the few particles on this QG1 surface were masked by the spectra of the
silicon from the quartz crystal and the platinum from the actual collecting
electrode. To remedy these problems, three carbon disks approximately
1.0 cm in diameter were installed in the NOLSINK facility to be exposed to
the PPT discharge. Carbon disks were used because carbon has an atomic number
of less than 9, and hence is transparent to the X-ray spectroscopy used.
Each disk was placed in the bottom of a 2.0 an by 3.0 an box, roughly 1.0 cm deep,
which acted as a relatively open collimator to control the region viewed by the
carbon disk surface. These boxes were either pure aluminum foil or commercial
pot metal depending on the particular carbon disk. Two of the carbon disks
were placed side-by-side on the downstream edge of the thruster aluminium
-37-
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enclosure, approximately 1S cm off the thruster axis and S cm upstream
k	 _	 °
6£ the exit plane. They were set to face directly downstream toward the
MJLSINK wall area where the backscatter is greatest. One of these disks
was mounted in a pure aluminum foil box and the other in a pot metal box.
The third disk was attached to a bracket on the AOLSINK wall, about 450
off the thruster axis. This disk was set to look directly into the thruster
discharge chamber and was in a pot metal box. These disks were exposed to
approximately 110,000 discharge pulses and then removed for analysis.
The analysis of the two carbon disks mounted together on the thruster
enclosure indicates that there is a quantitative difference between the
deposit collected on the disk in the pure aluminum box and the deposit on
the disk in the commercial pot metal box. This difference indicates that
some material was actually eroded from the boxes containing the carbon disks.
Thus, any elements which are contained in the box material and are seen in
the analysis may not necessarily originate in the PPT plume or tank wall back-
scatter. These elements include aluminum from all the boxes and iron, lead,
zinc, and other trace elements from thel , pot metal 'boxes.
The carbon disk from the pure aluminum box mounted on the thruster enclosure
and facing downstream was analyzed to determine the deposit morphology and
elemental composition. Two sample:SEM photographs of the carbon disk surface
features are shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 (a) is a 'low magnification view
which shows a number of particles adhering to the surface. Figure; 14 (b)
is an enlarged view of particle A showing it to be an atroghous lump of
material seemingly composed of many
-39-
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small spherical particles. X-ray spectroscopic analysis of this particle
shows a strong :fluoride line which is probably in chemical combination
with carbon, making this particle similar to Teflon. Figure 15 shows two more
enlarged views of particles observed on this carbon disk. X-ray analysis
indicates that these ;articles also show Teflon; however, their morphology
}	 is fwidamentally different from that of Figure 14 (b). Both of these particles,
and in fact almost all the observed particles, appear to be cracked from
a uniform layer built up on the carbon disk substrate. This cracking may
possibly be due to thermal stresses induced during the warming of these disks
to room temperature after having been maintained at low temperatures during
the experiment.
Although the carbon disk mounted on the MOLSINK wall was installed in a
pot metal box, and therefore subject to considerable contamination, the
analysis of the deposit on this disk indicated several interesting points.
To the naked eye, this disk was well covered with a material showing a
velvety purple color similar to the deposits seen on the MLSINK walls
around the lower door. The surface density;of particles on this disk was
higher than that of the other disks; however, the analyses of these particles
indicate that they are composed of materials from the pot metal box, and thus
may -not be due to the PPT discharge plume. As in the previous disk, this disk
also showed the ubiquitous presence of fluorine over the entire surface,
suggesting that the teflon propellant deposited in a uniform layer. In addition,
copper, presumably from the PPT electrodes, was also seen to be uniformly
distributed over the disk surface. This indicates that it is possible to
-41-
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qualitatively recognize the PPT discharge erosion products in the discharge
and,hence, possibly determine the actual erosion rate.
This analysis of the carbon disks exposed to the PPT discharge indicates
that there is no easily recognizable difference between the material rebound-
ing from the MMTRAP wall and the material flowing directly from the thruster
discharge chamber. Thus, it would be impossible to distinguish between the
PPT plume backflow and the plume-wall backscatter using this method. Further
analysis indicates that the major part of the deposition on these carbon
disks is in a uniform layer with only a few particles at isolated points.
Mis type of deposition indicates that the earlier assumption of uniform
deposition on QCM collecting electrode surfaces is accurate; hence the use
of this fact in calculating the QCM calibration constant is justifiable.
"	 2.5 Summary The previous studies of the PPT plume have provided valuable
insight which can be applied to the design of an appropriate plume backflow
measuring system. The measured axisrmnetry of the plume downstream of 75 cm
from the nozzle confirms that the plume-wall backscatter is axisymmetric, as
was indicated in the P.ase I studies. Furthermore, this axisymmetry suggests
that the PPT plume backflow may also be axisymmetric; hence the experimental
program to measure this backflow need not include an extensive study of the
azimuthal variation in this backflow. The radial mass flux measured using
the double Q04 probe indicates that virtually all of the primary plume is
confined to a 40 0 half-angle conical expansion. This measure of the plume
boundaries and the estimate of the flux density within this plume will be
useful in determining the regions to be observed in order to measure the plume
-43-
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backflow. Finally, the plume velocity and composition analysis indicate that
	
i
the plume backflow cannot be easily differentiated from the plume-wall
backscatter, by either appropriate sensor timing or elemental analysis. Thus,
to measure the plume backflow, a method must be developed which differentiates
between the backflow and the backscatter in some other fashion, such as the
method described in Section 1, using collimated Q(Ms,
3
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3.0 BACKFLOW WMLO MNT DEVELOWENT AND TEST HISTORY
Based on the results of the previous section, it appears that the
conceptual method of measuring the PPT backflow using collimated QCMs is
feasible. This method requires the design and assembly of an experimental
apparatus capable of supporting an array of collimated QGTis, moving these Q01s
to various radial and axial locations in the plume, and varying the dip angle
between the PPT nozzle exit plane and the collimator axis. In addition, each
QO1 must be cooled to LN 2 temperatures and have its temperature regulation,
power, and output signal leads connected to the appropriate systems outside of
the MOLSINK tank. The first half of this section will discuss the overall
design of this experimental apparatus. Included in this discussion will be
a description of the preliminary testing of various collimator designs carried
out in the SEP vacuum facility.
After the assembly of the test apparatus, it was installed in the
MJLSINK facility and used to gather the necessary experimental data required
for the determination of the PPT plume backflow. The test history and the
reduction of the test data from QO1 beat frequency shifts to mass flux values
will be discussed in the latter half of this section.
3.1 Collimator Design slid Testing The conceptual technique for measuring
the PPT plume backflow was discussed in Section 1.0. Referring to Figure 1 of
that section , the collimated QCN signal consists of contributions from the PPT
plume and the MOLTRAP wall area within the collimator observation region. For
small dip angles, the plume-wall backscatter can be ignored; thus the collimated
QCN signal would he due to the backflow from the observed vOlwnc of the PP'I' plume.
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By using a collimated QCM which observes a plume slice of enclosed angle,
At , and observing these slices from a dip angle of zero out to the maximum
yalue for negligible wall backscatter in steps of ea , the partial, plume
backflow from this total volune might be found by simply summing the
measured signals. Unfortunately, physical limits of the collimator design
prevent this simple procedure from giving accurate results, as can be seen
by the following.
Looking in a direction perpendicular to the QCM collimator axis, the
geometry is as shown in Figure 16. The region observed by the QCM collecting
electrode can be divided into two subregions; the illuminato and the penumbra.
Any point source of backflow in the illuminato will see the entire electrode
surface, hence the measured:QW signal will be directly proportional to the
electrode area. Any point source in the penumbra will see only a fraction of
the electrode surface (due to shadowing by the collimator aperture I and hence,
will depend on the electrode area in a more;coinplex fashion. This partial
shadowing must be corrected for in the summation of the QGI signals at different
dip angles in order to insure that all the backflow over a given range of dip
angles is measured. This correction is analytically very complex, as will be
seen in Section 4,and hence, it is desirable to design the QCM collimator such
that the penumbra and the associated correction to the measured Q01 signal is
small. As will be seen by the following analysis, this cannot be done under
the existing experimental constraints.
Referring to Figure 17, the edge of the penumbra is at an angle, R, with
respect to the collimator axis,and the edge of the illuminato is at an angle
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with respect to this axis. With the Q(M electrode width, q, and the
electrode-aperture distance, s, the penumbra angle, 0, is:
a tan-1
	 q + tan Aa
s
From Figure 1, it can be seen that the aperture angle , Aa , should be less
than 10° to insure adequate spatial resolution. Table I shows the values
of jt calculated for various Aa and q/s. The QCM electrode width, q, is
approximately 0.8 cm; hence the tabulated values of q/s cover a range of elec-
trode-aperture distances, s, from 8 to 80 cm.
TABLE I. QCM Coll1irnator Penumbra Angle (degrees)
Aa
(degrees)
q/s
0.1 0.05 0.01
0 5.71 2.86 0.573
5 8.17 5.35 3.07
10 10.6 7.82 5.59
20 15.4 12.8 10.6
Practical considerations of the available space in the MOLSINK tank
dictate that s should be no larger than about 10 cm; hence the
ratio q/s is restricted to values greater than roughly 0.1. According to
Table I, this indicates that the collimator penumbra angle will be equal to or
larger than the aperture angle; hence the correction to the collimated QCM
signal due to the penumbra must be large.
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The choice of the collimator aperture angle depends on a caVromise
between the good spatial resolution of small apertures and the magnitude of
the Q(M signal which decreases with small apertures. The QCM signal not only
depends on aperture size but also on exposure time, dip angle and location.
In general, the signal decreases with increasing dip angle (out to the angle
where the wall backscatter begins to increase) and with increasing distance
from the thruster axis. To determine the magnitude of the Qa1 signal,and
hence, aid in the final choice of collimator aperture angle, a series of tests
was run in the SEP facility with two types of QOI collimators at various
locations. The collimators are identical except for the aperture angle, which
is 200 for some collimators, and 0° for the remainder. A perspective
view of the 00 aperture angle collimator is shown in Figure 18. The
Q(M crystal is exposed to the main collimator through a 0.8 cm square hole
cut in the center of the collimator backplate. The front face of the
collimator is circular so that the aperture angle remains constant over the entire
width of the collimator slice. This width is set at 100 0 to include
the entire width of the',PPT plume and yet not over expose the regions outside
Of the plume which would contribute to the observed wall-plume backscatter.
The radius of the curve front is 8.0 cm, exactly 10 times the QQN electrode
width; hence the penumbra angle for the 20 0 collimator is 160
and for the 0° collimator is 5.7° 	 (see Table I).
Six collimated Q01s were mounted in the thruster nozzle exit plane in
a rectangular array as shown in Figure 19. The three rows of two QLMs each
were placed 48 cm, 63 cm, and 78 cm from the thruster axis, respectively.
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All the collimators were set to view along a line cutting the thruster axis
at a dip angle of 60°. The two QDls tit each radial location were expected
to be insensitive to their slightly different azimuthal positions due to the
measured plume symmetry about the thruster axis. As will be seen, this assump-
tion is acceptable within the error of the measurements. In Figure 19, QCT1
numbers 3 and 5 had the narrow 00
 collimators while QCM numbers 1, 2, 4
and G had the 20' collimators.
In the SFP facility, the PPT thruster was fired downstream towards a large
LN2 cooled steel target at the end of the tank. This target can be rotated
about a horizontal axis, perpendicular to the thruster axis, and thus, was used
to vary the tank backscatter characteristics during the test. In addition, the
QCM array was in place during the previously discussed plume nlylar target test,
and data was talco« during this test. The results of the QDT collimator
testing are shown :in. Table II for the six Q04s and the various test conditions.
The positions and dip angle of the collimated QCMs were chosen to minimize
the plume-wall backscatter effects on the observed data. In the SEP facility
it is clearly impossible to eliminate the backscatter, and the data of Table II
can be used to determine the magnitude of the backscatter effect. The data
taken with the pilmle Aiylar target in place is generally about a factor of two
larger than the data taken without the target, indicating that a large fraction
of the plume is being backscattered by this target. This backscatter increase
is essentially independent of QG1 collimator aperture angle, but does seem to
increase with increasing QCM radial position, The downstream location of the
Mylar target was chosen to be approximately at the location of the WLTRAP
-53-
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wall when the thruster is installed in the MJI-SINK facility. As will be seen
in the following sections, the measured backscatter in the MOLSINK facility,
for otherwise identical conditions, is roughly a factor of five less than the
Mylar target backscatter, indicating that the cryogenic-anechoic walls of the
MOLTRAP do provide an improvement in the backscatter levels of the PPT thruster
discharge.
f 
Figure 20 shows. a plot of QCM signal versus the tank target tilt angle for
the various QCM radial locations. As can be seen, the data taken at the larger
radii depends strongly on this tilt angle, indicating that, except for the
L:
	
	
data taken at 48 cm, the tank backscatter is affecting the QCM signals. This
data also indicates that a target position of 46 0 minimizes the QCM
signals and hence the wall backscatter. Figure 21 shows the QCM signals
plotted versus radius for a target position of 45 0 . As can be seen, for {
smaller radii, where the plume-wall backscatter is presumably a minimum,
the data drops with increasing radius. A comparison between the large and
small collimator aperture angle data indicates the expected drop in signal as
the aperture angle is reduced; however, the small aperture angle data is still
well above of the QCM resolution, indicating that the 0 0 aperture can he
used in the MOLSINK PPT thruster backflow measurements.
3.2 MOLSINK Test Configuration The PPT thruster was mounted in the MOLSINK
facility in a manner ide,,).ical to the installation of Phase I of this investigation,
supported by a shaft entering the MJLTRAP through the upper MOLSINK doors.
This shaft allowed the thruster to be rotated about its axis, so studies of the
azimuthal plume behavior could be made. The thruster fired directly down to the
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Figure 20. SEP Facility Target Backscatter
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lower MDLTRAP wall from the nozzle exit plane set 4.8 cm above the MOLTRAP
horizontal midplane. The thruster power and control leads were fed into the
MOLTRAP through the upper MOLSINK doors and down along the support shaft to
the thruster.
Eight collimated Q01s were mounted in,pairs, in four rows, 38 cm, 54 cm,
70 cm, and 86 cm from the thruster axis, respectively. A pair of Q(Ms was
used at each radius to provide some redundancy in case of failure and to increase
the measurement accuracy. Each pair was mounted perpendicular to an LN 2 cooled
support pipe running radially outward from the thruster axis. A diagram of one
collimated QCM pair is shown in Figure 22. The Q01+1 collecting electrodes were
placed 16.0 cm apart to leave room for the curved front faces of the collimators.
A 0.8 cm square hole was.cut in the QCM faceplates which were mounted rigidly
to the Q(Ms. The collimators rotate about pivot points at their outer ends
and are controlled via a l linkage to the outside of the MDLSINK tank. The
aperture angle was set. at 01 ; hence the total viewing angle including the
penumbra'is roughly 12 0 . the QGIs were rigidly mounted to the support
pipe to prevent problems with movement of the electrical leads at low
temperature and to provide adequate thermal ccr.duction to the central LN 2 cooled
support shaft.) Because the normal to the Q(M surface was fixed, while the
collimator axis was free to'rotate to various dip angles, a ! correction to the
measured data is necessary. This correction consists of multiplying the mea-
sured Q(M fluxes by,the cosine of the angle between the QCM normal and the
collimator axis, and accounts for the change in Q(M collecting area perpendicular
to the collimator axis.
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Figure 22. WLSINK Collimated Q01 Pair
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Figures 23 and 24 show views of the completed array taken from the side
and helow; and from the side and above, respectively. The collimator
apertures can be seen as 0.8 cm wide slits in the curved front faces of each
collimator in Figure 23. Each QCM and its associated electronics box (mounted
on white 'Teflon insulators) can be seen in Figure 24. Each Q I is shielded arn,md
the sides by Kapton sheet; however, for the photograph of Figure 24, the Q(M
on the far right is unshieldc-d so that its mounting can be observed. Also in Figure
24, the linkages connecting the collimators together to control the dip angle
can be seen. These linkages consist of 90 0 pivot arms connected with
lengths of smaller diameter steel tubing. The main link connecting the collimators
to outside the tank can be seen in Figure 24 extending up and out along the
large diameter support pipe to the right of the picture. Using these linkages,
the dip angle of the collimators in the array can be set anywhere between 0 0 and
60°.
Figure 25 shows a schematic of the QCM array mounted in the MOLSINK
chamber. The plane of the array tilts downward away from the thruster at an
angle of about 13 0 . This tilt is required so the outer radii collimators
can see past the inner ones at small dip angles. The entire array is mounted
on a slip ring tied to the central thruster support shaft above the thruster.
This allows the array to move axially with respect to the thruster over a
range of roughly 43 an. The axial position of the array will be
identified by the axial position of the QCM electrode face closest to the
thruster, at a radius of 38 cm. This QCM can be positioned anywhere from 12 an
upstream to 31 an downstream of the PPT nozzle exit plane.
s
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The LN2
 cooled support pipe for the QCM array has a smaller steel tube
installed inside it,through which LN2
 is force fed to the lower end of the
pipe. The LN2
 returns upward out of the tank through the annular space
between the two tubes. Throughout the following experiments, this cooling;
	 ~
system was used to maintain the array QCM temperatures at approximately -1900C.
During the actual data taking phase, this temperature was kept constant to
within ± 100C, to insure that the QCM frequency shifts were not due to temperature
fluctuations.
In order to accurately measure the total plume-wall backscatter over those
areas of the MOLSINK wall observed by the array QCMs at small dip angles, three
additional pairs of uncollimated QCMs were mounted on brackets on the MOLSINK
wall. Figur• 26 shows a photograph of one such bracket, which is L-shaped with
a V-shaped cut in its vertical leg for mounting on a MOLTRAP fin. The fins in the
MOLT^ZAP run vertically from the top to the bottom of the tank; hence, when installed,
the (1CMs on the bracket extend azimuthally away from the bracket's vertical leg,
around the NDLTRAP and thruster axis. The front plate of the QCM itself has
a 0.8 cm hole in it such that the QCM electrode observes the volume subtended
by a 54 0
 half angle cone around the electrode axis. The bracket cross-section
was designed to provide adequate conduction cooling of the QCMs to the NDLTRAP
wall. In fact, this cooling was great enough so that the QCMs had to be heated
with their internal temperature regulating resistors in order to maintain an
operating temperature of -190 0C. Two QCDis were installed on each bracket to pro-
vide redundancy. As shown in Figure 25, the brackets were installed on the
MOLTRAP wall at angles of 45 0 , 60 0 and 750
 from the MOLTRAP axis, re^'erenced
from the tank center point.
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In order to insure adequate temperature control of the test assembly,
a number of thermocouples were placed in sensitive locations throughout the
MOLTTRAAP volume. Each QCM and its associated electronics package was
{
individually monitored, and if necessary, temperature regulated with feedback
controllers. The internal temperature of the thruster was continually control-
led and maintained at 20-26°C at all times to prevent the oil-filled ca-
pacitors from freezing. Finally, the lower MaLTRAP door was monitored to 	 j
insure that the PPT plume did not materially affect the temperature at this
location.
3.3 NULSINK Backflow Test History The PPT plume backflow measurements
using the previously described test set-up spanned a period of approximately
three months, with over 700 hours of accumulated facility operation. A
typical test sequence started with sealing the outer MOLSINK doors and pump-
ing down both the inner and outer vacuum chambers to approximately 10 -s torr.
During the entire process, the QCM electronics and the various thermocouples
were continually monitored for acceptable operation. Once a low enough
pressure was established, the LN 2 cooling of the guard vacuum walls was
begun, and the inner chamber was isolated from the outer one. Finally, the
glle flow was started, and the facility was allowed to come to thermal equilibrium
at an inner chamber pressure of about 10 -12 torr. The thruster was then
started at a nominal rate of one pulse every 20 seconds, and the facility was
allowed to equilibrate again at an average pressure somewhat greater than
10 12 torr. Attempts at measuring this average pressure using a vacuum
discharge gauge failed due to the PPT discharge interference; however an
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upper bound on this pressure was determined to be about 10
-g
 torr. Once the
entire test set-up reached this equilibrium pressure and temperature, data
was taken with the Q(M diagnostics. Except for interruptions due to
mechanical. problems with the test set-up or the WLSINK facility, the test
was run continuously until sufficient data at all axial positions and collimator
dip angles was accumulated.
Prior to the first backflow measurements and with the PPT thruster
not operating, the output frequency stability of the test array QCMS was
measured. With the thruster not operating, the QCM mass accumulation rates
are zero; hence the output frequency should be constant with time except
for drift due to temperature variations. This drift was monitored for a
six hour period and was found to average less than 0.6 Itz for all the test
QCMs. The worst drift was found to be 2.0 Hz; hence to insure the accuracy
of the Q(N mass accumulation measurements,the total frequency shift for each
backflow data point should be greater than 10 times this value or about 20 EIz.
The collected backflow data was measured over an exposure time sufficient to
accumulate this minimum frequency shift, except when these times became
impractically long.
Using the collimated QGI array, backflow data was taken at three axial
locations, as measured by the axial position of the Q04s on the array closest
to the thruster axis. These QCMs were positioned at 11.1 cm upstream, 2.54 cm
downstream, and 30.5 cm downstream of the PPT nozzle exhaust plane. At each
of the axial locations, data was taken at various dip angles from 0 0 to
60 0 . Some typical QCM output- frequency signals are shown in Figures
27 and 28 versus observation time. Both the output frequency and time are
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referenced to zero at the beginning of the particular observation. V.igu e 27
shows an example of typical data taken at either of the two downstream axial
locations and for the large dip angles at the upstream location. The slopes
of these data were calculated using a linear regression analysis and then
used to calculate the QG1 mass accumulation rates by multiplying them by the
QCM calibration constant and dividing them by the thruster pulse rate. The
error in the calculated slopo of the data is equal to the square root of one
minus the square of the linear regression coefficient (J.1-r2 ). For .Figure 27
the correlation coefficients are around 0.999; hence the rrrors are very low.
Although one of the data sets shown in Figure 28 is less accu'ra.te, the slope of
these data is also estimated by a linear regression analysis, as before, except
now the correlation coefficient is low and resulting error 1.9 large.
(nice the QCM mass accumulation rates were found from the frequency shift
data, they were corrected for the difference between the collimator dip jangle
and the QCM surface normal, as previously discussed. The final results are
shown for the various axial positions and dip angles in Table III, along with
their individual regression analysis correlation coefficients in parentheses.
QCMs 1 and 2, 3 and Q, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8 are each at virtually identical
locations and were expected to give identical results. As can be seen, the
data from the individual QCMs in these pairs can vary by as much as 50%.
This variation is not consistent, but in fact, changes with dip angle and
axial location. Although tile azimuthal separation between the QCM pairs
is small, this may be the cause of the signal difference.
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TABLE IIT. QGI Array Mass fluxes (10
-5 jafy -cm
-2 - pulse 1)
Radius
Position
Alp	 38
Angie
cm 54 cm 70 em 86 cm
^^!^	 OP	 203.	 217.(.992)
	 (.993)
stream
21.9(.984) 28. 9(.974) 9.S6(.920) 10.9(.872) 30.9(.936) 18.9(.965)
160	 179	 179(.998)	 (.998) 38(.992) 47.9(.991) 29.5(.986) 25(.990) 35.3(.992) 33.8(.990)
24 0
	114	 120(.998)
	 (.998) 26.8(.996) 37.7(.994) 16.7(.994) 21.5(.979) 31.8(.995) 26.9(.990)
40 0	 80.9
	 81.6(.998)	 (.999) 44.0(.996) 57.(.997 ) 24.1(.983) 44.7(.987) 43.7(.994) 32.2(.973)
2.54cm	 00	
2(x98)
	 x'999)clown- 1:995) (:99b) :944 ) ^ :965 ^ :989 29^
stream
	 120	 13.8
	 20.9
(.9
8g
99)	 (.999)
8.0
(.998)
10.6
(.998)
.571 ,
)
3.58
(.991)
)
( 63.997)
:986)
5996(.99 )
240	 }0 98)	
69 8) ('997) (:997) 3(:996) (:984) (:999 N§6
36	 8.92	 12.5
(.999)
	 (.999)
5.85
(.998)
6.98
(.998)
4.58
(.997)
5.32
(.996)
9.05
(.999)
8.71
(.999)
48 0
	(:998)	 10998 ) (:996) (:997) (:995) (:996) 1'.§98) 1(997)
60 0
	9.73
	 16.2(.970)	 (.982) 7.36(.948) 9.73(.966) 4.86(.894) 7.36(.866) 14.9(.986) 16.2(,997)
11.1cm
	 0°	 955	 10.8
upst ream
	
(.	 78)	 (.945) 55 9(.A76) 26( . §13) 1.63(. 526) 30 7(. $53) ggC. ^61 _1( .94)
180
	18.4
	 17.3(.997)
	 (.998) 12.2(.904) 17.0(.982) - 4.42(.718) 10.5(.965) 1.2.1(.946)026	
}9998)
	 2(6998) }3841) 13996 ) ^:806) :855) (:H5) (;925)
360z
	
21^ g939)	 6969),
2
(:904)
g
10§84)
_ 6
(:890)
2
1961)
1
^ ?9^S)060	
1(8996)
	 1(998) (:752) 13J80) U 749) 1(931) 934)
11.1cm
	 00	 7.02
	 5.36
upstream
	
(.998)	 (.997) 10.6(.984) 12.4(.959) - 4.91(.811) 8.07	 8.87(.972)	 (.877)
120	 ?:387)
	 N68)	 t?+) j2976) :975) ?:YY7
	 Q915
240
	23.2	 15.7
	 11.0
(.999)	 (.997)
	 (,998)
12.0
(.996)
6.32
(.994)
8.76	 8.65
(.991)
	 (.986)Thruster
	 360	 7 p	 0 9
rotated
	
.997)
	 2. 992)	 1(.979)
1 7
1(.998)
2 5
- (:9h) 21996)
	 (994)
900	 600	 12.7
	 10.8
	 1.49(.990)	 (. 960) ,(.051) 5.72(. 348) 3.04(.150) 14.9	 '16.7(.718)	 (.806)
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To check this possibility and to deteztiuine if the measured backflow has any
significant azimuthal dependence, data was taken for two thruster azimuthal
locations separated by 90 0 -for the upstream array axial position,
as shown in Table III. Figure 29 shows the data taken from the QG1 pair
at the 38 cm radius plotted versus dip angle for the two thruster azimuthal
positions. As can be seen, the different data points do not vary in a consistent
manner, indicating that the scatter is primarily due to random variations in the
measurements. The data taken at the remaining three radii, 54, 70, and 86 cm,
behave ire a similar manner and :indicate that within the measurement error,
the backflow is azimuthally uniform. Hence, the variation in data between
each QCM of a given pair will be taken as due to random error, and the two
Signals will be averaged for the upcomin{ backf'low analysis of Section 4.0.
Poring the bhckflow measurements of Table III, the plune-wall backscatter
was monitored continually with the three QCM brackets.shown in Figure 25.
The data from these QCMs was found to be independent of the array axial
position and QCM collimator dip angle, as it should be. More importantly, the
data was also found to be independent of the thruster azimuthal position, as
expected from the plume s)m netry data of Section 2.0. The data take-i with
these Qats is shown in Table IV, with respect to the bracket angular displace-
ment from the M)ISINK center axis.
The second QCM at the angular position of 75 0 failed soon after test
inception, so only one datum is available at this location.. The clata
at the other two locations shows a self-consistency similar to that found wit.1
-k
the collimated array OCM.q , and thus will simply be averaged at each location
for the final data analysis to follow.
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TABLE IV. Backscatter QCM Mass Fluxes
QCM bracket angle	 !	 Mass Flux (pg"cm-2 _pulseVl)
450 	5.18 x 10
450 	5.46 x 10^4
j	 60°	 2.97 x 10-4.f
60 0 	1.51 x 10-4
l
750	 1.09 x 10-4
3.4 Summary Based on the experience gained during the Phase I segment
of the PPT plume character#ation (6) and following a series of tests in the	 {
SEP vacuum facility, an array of collimated QCMs was designed and built to
measure the PPT plume backflow. The Quality of the design was evident in its
trouble free operation at LN2 temperatures and in the relative accuracy and.
consistency of the output data. Although this data behaves in a manner some- 	 p
what different than was expected (compare Figure 29 to Figure 1), the error d;
bars on the data are small enough to determine approximate signal variations
with array axial position and collimator dip angle (see Appendix 1). In
general, these variations indicate that at greater axial distances upstream
of, and at greater radial distances away from the thruster nozzle exit aroa ,
the QCM signals decrease. In addition, these signals generally increase with
dip angle at differ vlg rates, presumably depending on the relative dominwice
of the plume backflcw or the plume-wall backscatter. Further interpretation
of the data must await the more detailed analysis of the next section to more
fully distingu'Lsh between these two sources of QCM signal.
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Y	 4.0 Mar-LOW TEST DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING
During the design and operation of the collimated Q01s described in the
previous section, the ultimate requirement for a relatively complex analytical
reduction of the data was always considered. The use of a collimator to separate
out the effects of the plume-wall backscatter leads to the requirement that, for
useful results, the geometric effects of the collimator must be removed from
the measured data. In addition, the contribution of the plume-wall backscatter
must be estimated to insure adequate resolution of the actual plume backflow.
Using this analytically corrected data, the total backflow flux through a
representative area was calculated by integrating the data over the collimator
dip angle. Finally, an attempt iris made to reduce the data to the form
of a scattering source function in the thruster plume. It was hoped that this
source R.Ulction could he used to extrapolate the calculated backflow fluxes to
r-o(ijons outside of the measurement area.
4.1 Wall Backscatter Correction Since it has been concluded that scattering
from the plume has near azimuthal symmetry, the average signals from the
side-by-side mounted QCM pairs are used for this analysis. The pairs are
located at distances 38, 54, 70 and 86 can from the PPT plume centerline and
are labeled A, B, C, and 1), respectively. The position of pair A relative to the
PPT exit plaTic,
 is z a , while succeeding pairs are each offset 3.6 cm downstrenin
1'eltii ivc to their preceding lair (se.e APpendix ?). The results of the wall backscatter
measurements are considered by calculating upper bound corrections (assuming no
attenuation) to the array QC4 signals. Let the position on the elliptical tank
wall be given by the angle Y from the tank and PPT centerline (Figure 30).
-7S-
-WALL SOURCE
POINT
Ul
k exp	 cos 8w	 170)
k 9.78 x 10-3 µg/pulse cm 2 ster
'iT
Figure 30. Wall Scattering Model
I
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The wall scattering is assumed to vary as the cosine of the angle, e, from the
wall nonnal; reduction of wall Qaf signals to intensities is discussed in
.,
Appendix 3. The wall QCMs were placed at 4k=45 0 ,600 , and 75 0 ; and the measured
results are presented in Figure 31. The normal intensity varies exponentially with
respect to the angle it. (The plume center value indicated by the intersection of the
straight line of Figure 31 with 4'=0 is consistent with the Phase I measurement.) The
t
wall intensity as given in the figure is used as an input source to calculate the array
QCM signal contributions assuring that all the particles leaving the wall in the
direction of a given Qt11 reach it. Details of the effect of QGf geometry and location
on this calculation are found in Appendix 4, The array QG1 pair data and upper bound
wall backscatter corrections are presented in Table V. For dip angles greater
than 40 0 , the upper bound correction is considerably larger than the QGI signal.
This means that there must be considerable attenuation of the backscattered
wall flux (by nearly an order of magnitude) and that collisional effects in the
plume are important. Since the attenuation is an tzLlmown, that part of the
QCM signal due to plume backflow
	 (total signal minus wall backscatter) cannot
be known for the larger dip angles. Only QCM signals whose upper bound corrections
are comparable to or less than the signal may be treated as plume backflow.
This reduces the total number of useful data by about 20"'.
4.2 Backflow Flux Collimator Correction and Inte&ration The QCM signal results
from collection of particles over a solid angle defined by the aperture of the
collimator and over an area defined by the opening in the back. of the collimator.
Division of signals (in mass rate) by the solid angle-area product gives their
intensities. Total flux through a reference plane can be estimated by integration
over angle of the product of intensity and the cosine of the angle between the
-77-
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TABLE V. QCM Array Mass Flues and Backscatter Corrections
Data Poilit (cm) Dip Angl e QCM Pair Jig-QCM Signal (PU1so)
as
Correct 1on (Pulse)
1 -11.1 18 A 7.18E-5 6.55E-6
2 18 B 5.89E-5 8.25E-6
3 18 c 1.78E-5 LOSE-5
4 18 D 4.56E-5 1.30E-5
5 26 A 9.27E-5 1.15E-5
6 26 B 5.441:-5 1.53E-5
7 26 c 2.77E-5 1.97E-5
8 26 D 3.31E-S 2.52E-5
9 36 A 7.54E-S 2.25E-5
10 36 B 3.97E-5 3.02E-5
11 36 c 2.61E-5 3.95B-5
12 36 D 4.56E-5 5.07E-5
13 60 A 5.89E-5 7.76E-5
14 60 B 3.79E-5 1.00E-4
15 60 c 2.61E-S 1.2513 -4
16 60 D 5.56E-5 1.35E-4
17 2.54 ^O A 8.91E-5 2.06E-6
18 0 B 2.00E-5 2.76E-6
19 0 c 6.53E-6 3.29E-6
40 0 D 1.31E-5 3.90E-6
21 12 A 6.85E-5 6.62E-6
22 12 B 3.68E-5 7.96E-6
23 12 c 1.41E-5 1	 9.70E-6
24 12 D 2.22E-5 1.17F.-5
25 24 A 5,48F-5 1.49E-S
26 24 B 2.71E-5 1.94E-5
27 24 c 1.901:-5 2.451:-S
29 36 A 4.19E-5 3.13E-5
30 36 R 2.52E-5 4.111:-5
31 36 c 1.9SE-5 5.301:-S
32 36 D 3,50E-5 6.7OF-5
33 48 A 3.59E-S 5.79E-5
34 48 B 2.76E-S 7.60E-5
35 48 c 2.24E-5 9.71E-S
36 48 p 4.1SE-5 1.20E-4
37 60 A 4.19E-5 9.33E-5
38 60 B 2.76E-5 1.19E-4
39 60 c 1.98E-S 1.45E-4
40 60 D 5.04E-S 1.42E-4
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TABLE V. (cont'd)
Rita Point. Za(c.m) Dip Angle ( 0 ) QCM Fair QCM Signal (1'kilso) Correction (Pulse)
41 30.5 0 A 7.74E-4 6.92E-6
42 0 B 9.40E-5 7.64E-6
43 0 C 3.79E-5 8.58E-6
44 0 D 9.23E-5 9.73E-6
45 16 A 7.18E-4 2.01E-5
46 16 B 1..72E-4 2.45E-5
47 16 C 1.09E-4 2.97F.-5
48 16 D 1.38E-4 3.57E-5
49 24 A 4.72E-4 3.19E-S
50 24 B 1.30E-4 4.01E-5
51 24 C 7.70E-5 4.95E-5
52 24 D 1.18E-4 6.03E-5
53 40 A 3.14E-4 6.94E-5
54 40 B 1.95E-4 8.87E-5
55 40 C 1.33E-4 1.11E-4
56 40 D 1.47E-4 1.36E-4
.	 11
I	 [.
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intensity direction and plane normal. This procedure is detailed in the
following discussion. ,Since intensity variations transverse to the pltow are
r
not determined by use of the slit collimator geometry, only variations with
respect to the dip angle can be calculated. Details are given in Appendix S.
The slit admission angle is 0.1 radian or 5.730 . 'Transverse -mean
intensities (ug-pulse -I _011- 2, rad -1 )	 are given in Table VI (Q(Ivf 'location and
clip angle may be found in Table V) . Normal fILLxes through a plane parallel to the
Q(N array holder which tilts at an angle of 12.7 ) are estianated (Figure 32). The
angle a= (12.7 + dip angle) is that from the plane surface and sin a is equal
to the cosine of the angle from the normal, thus the partial flux
	 I n
a
F(a) = f
o
 I(a) sina da
where I is obtained from Table VI. Plots of the integrand and a similar expres-
sion with the upper bound wall backscatter correction included are given in
Figure 33 for a typical QCN position. For this case, the wlcertainties in.
net plume backscatter do not permit integration beyond an angle 
amax 
of about
450
 . Partial fluxes and the associated values of 
amax 
are listed in Table VII.
Values were obtained by graphical integration. It was noted that in the range
25 0 ti a ti 50 0 , partial flux F varied approximately as a 2 for those cases of-
larger 
amax. 
This behavior suggests that the partial integrals for small amax
may be extrapolated to larger 
amax 
values. A least square curve fit of the form
_	 F = k(0^uax)2^rPi
with axial variations removed through division by the r=54 an values gives p_2.
f
-S1.-
i
17
m.
Oata Point Intensity (lag-pulse-1-cm-2-rad-1)
1 1.79E-3
2 1.47E-3
3 4.43E-4
4 1.13E-3
5 2.30E-3
6 1, 35E,-3
7 6.88E-4
8 8.22E-
9 1.92E-3
10 1.01E-3
11 6.66E-4
12 1.16E-3
17 2.39E-3
18 5.37E-4
19 1.75F-4
'O 3.52F-4
21 1.73E-3
22 9.28E-4
23 3.56E-4
24 5.60E-4
25 1.36E-3
26 6.72E-4
27 4.71E-4
28 6.431:-4
29 1.07E-3
30 6.43E-4
31 4.97E-4
32 8.93E-4
41 2.08F-2
42 ,52E-3
43 1.02E-3
44 2.48E-3
45 1.79E-2
46 4.29E-3
47 2.72F.-3
48 3.44E-3
49 1.17E-2
50 3.23E- 3
51 1 .93,E-3
52 2.93E-3
53 8.17E-3
54 5.07E-3
55 3.46E-3
56 3.82E-3
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TABLE' VII. Pluiiie Ba,ckflow Results (X 10- 4 'pg-CM - 2_pulse- I
(a."iax)
An-ny adil is ,
MiniI
Pos i t i oil 38 an	 54 an	 70 can	 86 cm
30.5 cm 54 is 3.4 S'l
(54 0 ) (540) (360) (360)
2.5 an 4.2 1.2 .12 .33
Downstream (440)
6.3
(340)
4.4
(220)
83
(260)
1.4an
Upstream (540) (450) (300) (360)
(The flux at r-38 an for the upstream position is probably low due to partial
screening by the PPT). Using p=2, the coefficient k(z) can, be estimated.
Results are (a in degrees):
Axial Position n
	 k	 Stwidard Deviation
1	 2	
-1-de	 -2(cm)	 (pg-pulse -degree	 (Ijg-pulse	 gree
	30.5	 2.09 X 10 -a
	8.2 x 10-4
	
2.5	 2.75 x 10 ' 4
	1.0 X 10-4
	
-11.1	 5.49 x 10 '4	 2.1 X 10-4
For each position the RMS error is slightly below 40%. The rough fit gives
consistently high fluxes at r=70 can and consistently low fluxes at r = 80. Using
the above 1c to remove the mean axial. dependence of . the partial fluxes and using
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the assumed a 2 variation to shift the fluxes to amax:50° values, the radial
dependence and data scatter are shown in Figure 34. Although another radial
dependence could give a slightly better fit, it is felt that inaccuracies in
the data and in the extrapolation procedure do not make a more stringent curve
fit necessary or desirable.
The plume expansion angle is approximately 35 1 , thus the direction
parallel to the plume boundary is approximately a=140 0 , giving Ic0 for a > 1400.
It may be expected that the intensity drops to small values at somewhat smaller
values of a and that its maximum is somewhere in the region a 50 0 or slightly
larger. Intensity plots support this conclusion. Total fluxes may be estimated
by multiplying the max= 500 values by a. factor of two or three.
4.3 Source Function Studies A limited attempt has been made to numerically
estimate the plume source function needed to duplicate the measured intensities.
A simple model based on a linear combination of source elements is assumed. The
Q04 readings can then be represented as a known vector, equal to the product of
an influence matrix containing Q(Ti and source geometry effects and an unknown
source coefficient vector. The source vector can be found by a powerful general-
ized matrix inversion technique known as singular value analysis. Unfortunately,
the linear source model was found to be inadequate in that there was a marked
tendency towards partially negative sources. Also, a volume source distribution
in the plume was, at best, not very accurate. (This is not too surprising since
the model does not explicitly consider attenuation, which has been found to
be important for wall scattering fluxes.) Nevertheless, the attempt produced
f
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some qualitative information and indicated the type of approach necessary for
a possible source calculation. The model and its results are described briefly. 	 V
A given source element (volume or surface) may be totally unscreened
from the collector opening by the QCM aperture slit, or may be partially screened,
or may be totally screened from the QG4 collector. The corresponding viewing
regions of the QCM collimator are labeled illuninato, penumbra and umbra (see
Figure 16). For the second case of the penumbra, the collecting area is the
overlap of the collector opening and aperture projection on the QOi plane,
Figure 3S. Calculation of the area involves considerable algebra; details
are given in Appendix 4. The source element is assumed to contribute to a QCM
signal an amount proportional to the element strength times the solid angle of
the collecting area relative to the element. The first effort assumed constant,
isotropic sources in rings of given radial and axial intervals (for example,
Figure 36 shows a cross-section of 30 such rings). An influence matrix element
clescribes the net effect of a given ring of Luilt strength on a particular QONI.
This is calculated by d1viding the ring into small pieces of size Ar x Act x Az,
calculating the collecting solid angle of the centroid of each piece, and summming the
calculations over all volume pieces. Denote the QCh1 signal by R, source
strength by S, solid angle by Q, volume by V, then
R  = ^ Mij S
Mi j = fdQi dVj = 	 AQi All  .
a
i
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The S-vector is to be found as a least square fit, i.e., to minimize the residue
defined as Yi (Ri - Y j Mij S j ) 2. This is clone by decomposing matrix M into
[Ml - [UI ['Dl IV]T
where U and V are orthogonal matrices of eigenvectors of [MI [MI T and I IT[M],
respect:ivoly, and [) is a diagonal matrix of nonincreasing quantities known as
the singular values of M. Then
(S) = IV] [Dl-1[UIT(R)
is easily found. The ratio of the first (largest) singular value to smallest
nonzero value is the condition number for M. If the log of this number is
larger than the number of significant digits in the input matrix, the smallest
value represents numerical noise and should be nulled. A study of the behavior
of the residues of the sequence of solutions obtained by successively nulling
ever larger singular values enables one to make judgments on the accuracy of
the input and to select the proper solution vector from this sequence. Singular
value analysis can be used to handle ill-conditioned matrices; this capability
was found necessary for this particular problem.
The calculated source functions were invariably negative for the larger
radii rings in the plume. Best results were for narrow (plume angle 15 0 or less)
sources with only an axial variation and with QUI signals normalized to unity
(relative fit). Minimum deviations were larger than 100% Iih'LS. This is probably
due to attenuation effects in the actual situation.
Since attenuation seemed important, a second effort to calculate a source
distribution was made by assuming a surface source near the PPT plume edge
(see Figure 37). The source flux vector was defined in a coordinate system
made up of a surface normal. vector, n, d surface vector through the source cone
-91-
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vertex, p, and a surface tangent vector, q, in the n x p direction. Quadratic
variation with respect to axial distance and direction angles (o,^) was assuued.
y
Although a fit with as low as 25% INS error was possible, again the problem
of a partially negative source distribution occurred.
The results indicate that if any further attempt at a source calculation
be made, then a nonlinear procedure should be adopted. A surface source function
should be chosen dependent on position, direction, angles, and parameters a, b, c, ..
.4
J
i
7
t
i
IL
such that it is nonnegative for all values of the parameters (nonlinear in
parameters).
	
QGI signals result by integration over solid angle and surface.
The value of the parameters may be found by finding a minima of the residue
using Newton's method. The difficulties that may be expected with this method are:
(1)	 Selection of the form of the source function. 	 There is little
. physical basis for a selection procedure.
(2)	 Selection of initial values of the parameters. 	 Particular initial
values may yield a local minima but not a global one.
(3)	 Stability of the calculation.
4.4	 Summary	 The relative complexity of the previous analysis is due in part
to the planned sacrifice of analytical simplicity in favor of experimental
simplicity.	 Several experimental design features were corrected for in this
analysis, including the use of slotted two-dimensional collimators and fixed
y
QCMs mounted separately from the collimators. 	 Despite these complexities and the
i
4x error bars on the experimental data, a reasonable estimate of the total plume back-
s flow from the plume region close to the thruster was obtained. Throughout the
analysis, conservative assumptions were made where necessary, in order to arrive
at an estimate of the backflow which, at worst, is too large.
	
Although the attempts
at modeling this backflow in terms of a distributed source met with little success,
a possible method was identified which may prove feasible with further study.
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5.0 NOZZLE DESIGN STUDY A
Y	 j
The existing rectangular ceramic nozzle on the PPT was designed to
help control the radiated EMI from the discharge and to minimally interfere
with the plume flow (13) The results of the plume studies of section 2.0
suggest that the PPT plume has a large component of neutral species, which
would be unaffected by the electric and magnetic fields of the discharge.
The expansion of this neutral plume component downstream of the discharge
chamber may be strongly afi'ected by the nozzle design; and hence an appropriate
nozzle may serve to reduce the neutral plume backflow. To determine if this
hypothesis is correct, a new nozzle was designed, installed on the thruster,
s
and tested in the MOLSINK facility with the collimated Q01 array for any
changes in the plume backflow between it and the original. nozzle.
One of the primary difficulties with using QCMs to measure the mass flux
rates in the PPT plume is in their inability to resolve the plume mass flux 	
3
versus time during a single discharge pulse. In addition, some questions
exist as to the accuracy of the QCM measurement (see Appendix ?); and hence
it would be desirable to have an alternate method of measuring ta,e plume mass
fluxes as a way of corroborating the Q(NN results. One possible method which may
prove useful is the use of Faraday cups to measure the charged particle flux
in the plume. During the testing of the new nozzle in the WLSINK facility,
a Faraday cup was installed, and its usefulness and accuracy in measuring the PPT
plume were assessed.
5.1 Nozzle Design, Installation and Tes t The original nozzle on the PPT
expands at a half-angle of about 15 0
 to a final exit area of approximately
4
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11.5 x 16.5 cm. A straight segment of about 1 art in effective length is
mounted at the plume exit to provide mechanical -inforcement of the nozzle
joints which are simply epoxied together. To minimize the ablation of the
nozzle surfaces, the nozzle was fabricated from a high temperature ceramic
(Mykroy).
Based on the measured plume expansion angle of 30-40 0 (.See section
^:.0), the new nozzle was designed to expand at a half-angle of 30 0 in
both the vertical and horizontal directions out of the PPT discharge chamber.
'This new nozzle will hereafter be referred to as the 30 0
 nozzle. The final
exit area of this nozzle is a rectangle 19.6 cm wide by 25.6 are high, giving
it an area roughly twice that of the original nozzle. This larger area was
intended to expand the plume neutral component to a pressure more nearly equal
to the vacuum environment, and hence reduce the backflow around the nozzle
exit. Figure 38 shows two cutaway views of the 30 0 nozzle drawn with solid
lines and superimposed on the original nozzle drawn with dashed lines. The
side view is a cutaway view in the plane containing the plume axis and a per -
pendicular line connecting the electrodes, while the top view is a cutaway
view in the pl.anc containing the plume axis and a perpendicular line connect-
ing the side-fed '1'efl()t, propellant bars. To further reduce the backflow
with the 30 0
 nozzle, a flat plate shield was attached to the outer lip of the
nozzle. This plate extends outward to the dimensions of the thruster aluminum
enclosure, approximately 38 can square. Figure 39 shows the 30 0 nozzle and
shield installed on the thruster with supports on each corner. Figure 40 shows
i
i
i
i
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Figure 39. ITT 30 0
 Nozzle - Oblique Side View
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Figure 40. PPT 30"' Nozzle - oblique front View
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a view looking obliquely upstream into the nozzle throat.
The thruster with the 30° nozzle was positioned in the WLSINK facility
with the nozzle exit plane at the stune location as was the original nozzle
exit plane in the tests of Section 3.0. The collimated Qa4 array was positioned
at the 2.54 cm downstream location and the 11.1 an upstream position as in the
original nozzle tests,and data was taken for simiila. dip angles from 0 to 600,
Data was also taken from the Qi sts mounted oil the brackets oil
NULT12AP walls (see Figure 25). All experimental conditions were maintained
as close to those of the original nozzle tests as possible, to provide as accurate
a comparison bez-ween the ttw nozzles as possible. Data was taken over a two week
period during which over 260 hours of facility operation were accumulated.
Table VIII shows the results of the collimated QCM array measurements tabulated
for the various array positions and dip angles. As in Table III, the correlation
coefficients for the data are shown in parentheses and provide a measure of
the error in each datum.
The results of the plt,tnae-wall backscatter measurement from the QCMs
mounted on the N ULSINK wall are tabulated in Table IX. Following an analysis
identical to that in Section 4.1 for the original nozzle backscatter, these
backscatter mass fluxes were reduced to intensities and are shown plotted versus
angular location on the MOLSINIK wall in figure 41. Also shown is the data from
Figure 31 for the original nozzle. Although the two sets of data are within a
factor of two of each other} and hence, are within the Q04 error bar, the
consistently higher data for the 30 0
 nozzle suggests a greater mass flux
-99
arrival rate at the walls at higher angular locations. This, in turn, suggests
that with the 301 nozzle, the average plume expansion angle is larger than
with the original nozzle, or alternatively that the 30 0 nozzle-shield
combination is directing more of the plume material downstream, and thus, de-
croasing the plume backflow. Distinguishing between these possibilities would
require further testing; however, some indications that the sec.nd alternative
is correct will be seen in the following section.
i
TABLE VIII. 30
	
Array class Fluxes (X 1-0r'iiy,-cm-`-pulse-1)
i
Radius
Axial
Position
Dip
An le
38 cm 54 cm 70 cm 86 cm
2.54cm 00 18.5 23.7 9.2 11.4 - 7.0 6.5
downstream (.999) (.9971
r16.1
(.946) (.930) (.979) (.938)
12 0 19.8 20.4 12.7 7.2 - 7.1 -
(.999) (.999) (.946) (.991) (.986) (.954)
24 0 19.6 17.3 7.0 9.1 6.3 - 9.1 10.6
(.999) (.999) (.947) (.915) (.993) (.993) (.986)
I 36 0 15.9 12.5 - 13.3 5.8 - 15.7 17.8
(.998) (.997) (.973) (.969) (.981) (.958)
60 0 10.4 8.7 - 15.1 9.3 - 13.3 12.3
(.997) (.997) (.967) (.985) (.983) (.968)
11.1rIn 120 9.6 6.5 8.9 9.9 12.0 86 3.8 -
upstream (.998) (.915) (.767) (.972) (.984) (.848) (.794)
26' 14.6 10.0 - 9.6 6.5 6.0 8.9 10.4
(.998) (.998) (.925) (.993) (.825) (.961) (.948)
36 0 9.4 6.7 7.5 8.7 7.3 5.9 9.5 9.9
(.999) (.996) (.908) (.861) (.990) (.949) (.981) (.962)
60 0 10.0 6.5 - 13.3 8.9 4.6 13.9 13.5(.996) (.994) (.965) (.989) (.602) (.950) (.950)
-100_
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TA1IX1 '[X. 30" Nozzle Backscatter Blass Fluxes
QCM BraOzet Angle Mass Flux (ug-cm - -pulne	 ')
450 8.49 x 10-4
45 0 7.13 x 10-4
C,0° 3.88 x 10-4
75 0 1.37 x 10-4
75 0 2.06 x 10-4
5.2 30" Nozzle Backflow .Analysis Using the best exponential fit of the
measured plume-wall backscatter, as shown in Figure 41, corrections to the
collimated QCM array data of Table VIII were calculated in a manner identical
to that of Section 4.1, Using this corrected data -to determine the maximun
allowable dip angle, these data were integrated over the dip angle to determine
the total backflow flux through the QCM array plane (see Section 4.2 and Figure
33) from the plume region between the clip angles of zero and the maximum value.
To insure a con.sistent comparison between the original and the 30 0 nozzle,
the maximimi dip angle for the individual collimated Q04s for the 30 0 nozzle
was taken to be identical to that used in the original nozzle ana^ ,.sis (see
Table VIII). Table X shows the integrated backflow :duxes versus array axial
location and QCM radius. For comparison the backflow fluxes measured with the
original nozzle are also showvi along with the values of the maximum dip angle
in parentheses.
Thse tabulated values are plotted versus radius in Figures 42 and 43, for
both nozzles and for the two array locations. The data taken for the 2.54 cm
-101-
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TABLE X. Flume Backflow Results for Both Nozzles (X 10-4ug-cm-2-pulse-1)
(amax)
a
lu
Axial
Q04 Radius
Nozzle
38 ai 54 cm 70 cm 86 cmPosition
2.54cm
downstream
30"
Nozzle 4.9 1.67 0.72 0.58
Original `411 1.1§ 0.15 0.37
Nozzle (44) (34 ) (220) (260)
11.lcan 30" 3.1 2.2 1.4 0.7
upstream Nozzle
Original 6.5S 4.4 0.9 1.3
Nozzle (540) (45°) (300) (360)
downstream array axial location is, within the Q(N error, identical for both
i
nozzles. Conversely, for the 11.1 cm upstream axial location, the 30 0 nozzle
has a significantly lower backflow for the lower radius locations. These results
indicate that with the original nozzle, a significant backflow arises between
the downstream edge of the nozzle and the radius of the closest QCM (38 cm).
With the 30" nozzle and shield, this portion of the backflow is considerably
reduced, leading to the drop in the measured data at the 11.1 cm upstream
position.. The equivalent data at the 2.54 cm downstream location indicates
that this deflected portion of the original nozzle backflow is directed down-
stream and not just radially outward to the edge of the shield and back up-
stream. Furthermore, the equivalent data at the 2.54 cm downstream location
suggests that the 30° nozzle does not materially change the downstream plume
flow profiles, and indicates that the shield may have the greatest effect on the
backflow.
I
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5.3 faraday Cup Assessment ll faraday cup collects and measures the charged
particle flux to a col le,:tjng electrode From the plasm] hider study. '1'hi ;
collecting electrode sits at the bottom of an insulating cup and is connected
to a large reference electrode directly in touch with the plasma, A screen
grid, placed over the opening of the cup, is normally biased negatively with
respect to the reference electrode to repel the electron flLLY to the collecting
electrode. The ion flax to the collecting electrode flows through the circuit
and back to the plasma via the reference electrode. The ion flux or current
is measure(] in the circuit and used to estimate the total mass flux via the
ionization fraction. The time response of the Faraday cup is Limited by the
electronics used to measure the ion current, and honl:v can be made :Fast enough
to allow resolution of the mass flux during just one PPT discharge pulse.
The purpose of this investigation was to ass(,ss tile ' 11)i 1 ity o1,
the Faraday cup to Provide accurate measurements of the Pl yr plime backflow,
and to corroborate the previous QG1 measurements. To this end, a Faraday cup
with a collecting area of 1.27 cm2 was mounted on the MOLSINK tank wall in the
PPT nozzle exit plane on the opposite side of the thruster from the collimated
QO1 array. The collecting cup was turned to face directly towards the PPT
axis, so als to obset've a 11ackFlow mass f .l'l1X similar to that moa scared with the
collimated Q01s. Because it was attached to the WLSINK. wall, the Faraday cup
operated at a temperature of about 15-20 K.
T11e i011 C'l11TO11t't lW011l , 11 the Cup C 1 CC111 t MIS 11It",I;al1'0(1 11` ; ills; OIll'
of two alternate methods. In the first method, a 1.000Q resistor was placed
in series with the circuit, 111(1 00	 acros's thi,; rebistot' M1.; »lorlitorcd.
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The second method used a 'lectroni.cs Model. 0042 currort i- nbe whi(Jh monitors
the ion current through tl,he n#gnetie field induced in the circuit wiring, and
thus, interferes minimally with the actual probe circuit. Tile ion current
was monitored and recorded on ;n oscilloscope triggered by the noise generated
by the thruster discharge. Figure 44 shows two oscillographs of the ion
current taken under identical conditions with the two alternate current measuring
methods. The ion current measured with the resistor-voltage probe combination
is the observed voltage divided by 10000). , which is consistrut with the peak
current of about 0.8 to 1.0 mA, taken using the Tectronix current probe. As
can be seen, the Tectronix probe suffers from a relatively small signal to
noise ratio.
In order to accurately measu y e the totc.1 oi ►_ flux to the Faraday
cup, the grid bias must be set to repel the maximum number of electrons, and
yet, minimally affect the incoming ion trajectories. To determine the
appropriate value for the bias, measurements were made over a range of bias
voltages from 0 to 1.00 volts. At 100 volts, the gap between the grid and the cup
would break down occasionally, thus effectively limiting the maximum bias to
this value. The mvastired ion currents were fo-,Lnd to generally Increase with
increasing bias voltage, While the total. ion flux to the Faraday cup integrated
over time varied by no more than a factor of two over the total range of
bias values. This behavior indicates that the higher bias voltages are more desirable;
however, w i th i ii tile overall error tear, the value Of hias voltage has on1N, a
small effect on the results.
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Figure as shows that the ion current to the cup is negative during the
first 30 usec following the PPT discharge initiation. Since the cup is approxi-
mately l meter from the PPT thruster, this 30 usec delay is consistent with the
time required for ions moving at 30,000 m/sec to reach the collecting surface
(see Section 2.0). Following this delay, the current shows a distinct double
peak structure which cannot be due to plasma-wall backscatter since the time
,;vp,jr.itian between the two peaks is too short. A possible explanation may lie
in the observation by Palumbo and Begun (11) of plasmoids (blobs of luminous
plasma) being accelerated off the thruster electrodes. The separation of these
plasmoids was roughly correlated with each reversal of the PPT discharge
current. For the thruster order study, the discharge current reverses once about
15 usec from the beginning of the discharge (5) , implying one plasmoid followed
by a continuous plasma flow. The separation between the peaks of the Faraday
cup data is about 20 to 30 usec and may be due to the differing velocities
of these two plasmoids driven by the decaying current.
The total Lon flux collected by the Faraday cup during one MIT
discharge pulse can be calculated by integrating the measured ion current
over the total observation time. The average flux was obtained by estimating
this integral for several PPT discharges and averaging the results. This flux
was found to be 2 x 1011 ions-cm
-2-pulse d , assuming no double ions. Using the
average atomic weight of Teflon of 16.7 amu for the ion mass, the total mass
flux collected by the Faraday cup is 5.5 x 10 -6 ug-CM 2-pulse -l . The measured
QGI mass flux corrected for the larger aperture of the Faraday cup and the radius
A
-100'
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of 1 meter from the PPT thruster axis is over 20 times larger than this value,
indicating that either the Faraday cup is not collecting all the plasma ions or
that the actual plasma ionization fraction is so small that the ion mass flux
is only a fraction of the total. In either case it appears that the Faraday
cup does not provide an accurate Quantitative measure of the actual PPT backflow
flux.
5.4 Mija The backflow measurements taken with the 30" nozzle on the PPT
confirm the ability of the collimated QCM array to distinguish between changing
mass flux levels and indicate that the overall backflow with the 30° nozzle-
shield combination is less than that of the original Nozzle. It is believed
L	
that the major factor in reducing the backflow is the shield and not the
increased expansion angle of the 30 0 nozzle. The larger plur;e-wall backscatter 	 n,
found with this nozzle implies that the mass which previously was backflow is
-	 E
being redirected to the outer edges of the primary plume, however, it may also
be due to a larger plume expansion angle.
liven with the large error on the QG1 backflow Clliix measur•emrnts,
the Q04 still appears to be better thn-x a Faraday cup for measuring this flux.
The Faraday cup is useful in observing the time history of the PPT discharge
plume; however, even here there remain some problems in interpreting the data.
During these studies it was not possible to satisfactorily explain the apparent
negative ion current during thefirst 30 ,sec of the Faraday cup signal. In
addition, the behavior of the ion current dependence on bias voltage is dif-
ficult to fully explain. Before the Faraday cup can be used with confidence,
these points should be addressed.
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G .0 SM-1ARY AND CONCUMON
The sinplicity tand reliability or micropound ITT thrusters stimulated the
dev.-lopment 
or 
a largTor miAlipowd version suitable for all expanded range
or app] icat lolls including north-south stationReclung. The larger impulse
bit and greator total impulse or this millipound thruster have led to concerns
abolit, potential (,Xlllll q t plume contamination of sensitive spacocrart sur(r aces
m 	 thin	 -it the let Propiti.sion l.alloratory aimed at ch,	 ctvrrri:^Ingid	 ;, to a program ,	 -1 '1
t 110 Now riold or the III! 111pound thruster plume, especially in the region upstream
OF the thl-I.I.Stor nozzle, Phase T of this prograln, detailed in all earlier report,
arras aimed at doveloping ill understanding of the PPT plume-wall backscatter
levels ill the special MOLSTNK vacutun facility, uncl a mothod of measuring, the
ITT plume baclMow in the presence 
of 
this bacRscatterod flux.
Phase 11 of the ITT plume characterization is detailed in this report.
The primary purl)ose of this Phase f I effort was 'to measure, using the method
developed ill Phase I, the PPT plune backflow Flux over a range of locations
radially away From and iipstromii OF the thruster nozzle exit plane. As a corollary
to this effort, a secolidaln, tasl: was to devolop a Vetter understanding OF the
thruster primary 1 1111110 nr,t,s flux L101\9J."tromil of, the nozzle exit plalle. Onco
those original, tosks were completed, a small additional study was made to dotennine
the ,;ejjsjtjjrjtx, o r t1jo I'll"T p1mo baddlow to at different thruster` nozzle design,
and to the prosonco of 
I 
shield surrounding the nozzle.
Tn ordor to inmro the succo-'sful Completion of the WLSINIX facility 111717
plume backr1ow moasuremont, the studies OF the primq r\1
 PPT plume were carriod out
First, so that tho results could he factored into the desi lun of the backflow
-111,
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measurement system. Several tests were made using various diagnostics
including a AIylar sheet deposition target, a double QG1 probe, high speed
photography, spectroscopy and carbon disk deposition analysis. These tests
confirmed that despite the high aspect ratio rectangular PPT discharge chamber,
the primary plume is essentially axisymmetric at distances of over 75 cm from the
exhaust nozzle. The plume was consistently found to have an expansion half
angle of between 50° and 40", which, from the double QC4 probe results,
represents the plume radius at which the downstream mass flux has dropped.
to 10% of its centerline value. Furthermore, the plume mass flux profile was
round to have a half`-angle at half its centerline value of about 200,
indicating that the plume is more collimated than was previously supposed.
Observations of the plume with high-speed photography indicate that it
consists of a high. velocity (%30 lotysec) luminous plasma combined with a much
slower nonluninous gas. When these two mass flows are averaged, it is known
that the average plume exhaust velocity is about 17 leiYsec, hence the slow
nonluninous component must be a significant fraction of the total plume. The
flow of this component may be less dominated by the electromagnetic forces
which tend to confine the plume to the thruster axis, and thus the plume back-
flow may originate with the more ordinary gasdynamic expansion of this cooler
pltmie component.
Spectroscopic evidence confirms that the luminous component of the plume
contains ionized fluorine and carbon, and hence, is highly energetic. The
'	 observed erosion of surfaces placed in the primary plume is most probably due
k
6
F
to impingement by this high energy plasma. Analysis of the deposits on
carbon sampling disks indicates that the Teflon propellant plume is primarily
vapor with few large particles. This vapor condenses uniformly over the
collecting surface, indicating that the QCM calibration constant analysis
is correct in assuming no point masses on the sensing electrode. The observed
erosion of the PPT electrodes is confirmed by the presence of copper on the
sampling disk placed in the primary plume. This copper was not observed on the
sampling disk upstream of and just outside the nozzle, indicating that the eroded
copper is not in the plume backflow.
During the Phase I effort of this PPT thruster plume characterization, a
concept of measuring the plume backflow in the MOLSINK facility was developed.
This concept uses collimated QCMs to observe the plume backflow while avoiding
any observations of the plume-wall backscatter. During the current Phase II,
the design of these collimated QCMs was refined based on testing in the SEP
facility, and an array of collimated QCMs was assembled and installed in the
MOLSINK facility. Included in this installation was a series of Q(24s mounted
on the MOLSINK inner wall to observe the plume-wall backscatter. These
observations were used to check the collimated QG1 array measurements to insure
that the backflow measurements were not compromised by contributions from
this hackscatter. The results of these measurements were analyzed extensively
to account for various complicating design features of the experimental system
	
h	 and to determine the actual plume backflow levels at various radial and axial
positions in the PPT nozzle vicinity. The results indicate that in a region
.	 between 30 and 86 can from the thruster axis and from 11.1 cm upstream to 30.5 cm
downstream of the nozzle exit plane, the plume backflow mass flux is of order
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10-10 g-cni2 -pulse-1 . Although the error bar on this flux is roughly a factor
of two, an analysis of its radial dependence indicates an approximate inverse
quadratic drop-off with distance from the thruster axis.
In order to place the magnitude of the measured PPT plume backflow in context
with other types of thruster systems, a comparison can be made to the backflow
Mix from the plume of an 8 cm mercury ion thruster. This thruster has a
nominal thrust level of one millipound as does the PPT; however, its specific
impulse is approximately 60% higher and its mass flow rate is 40% lower than the
PPT thruster. The 8 cm mercun r ion thruster was developed for applications similar
to those of the pulsed plasma thruster, including stationkeeping and attitude
control.. The total backflow from the plume of this ion thruster was estimated
by summing, the contributions from both the mercury propellant and molybdenum
sputtered from the grids, (1-4) for locations identical to those where the PPT
backflow measurements were made. The backflow flux from the PPT, as shown in
'fable VII, was corrected for the nominal pulse rate of 0.2 nps and was foinid
to he identical, within experimental error, to that found for the ion thruster.
The investigation of the primary plume indicated that .i significant fraction
Of thO plLU1W mass is relatively slow moving, and at a low temperature. This
suggests that the flow of this material is predominantly gasdynamic, and
thus, dependent on the discharge nozzle design. Furthermore, since the higher
energy plasma component of the plume is confined to the magnetic nozzle set up
by the discharge, a large fraction of the measured backflow may arise from the
gasdynamic flow around the nozzle lip of the lower energy fraction of the plume.
-11.i-
To test this possiblity, a new nozzle was designed for the PPT thruster
with an expansion angle of 30 0 and an exhaust plane area of roughly
twice that of the original nozzle. Included in this design was a flat plate
shield which extends outward, in the nozzle exit plane, to a size correspond-
ing to the size of the thruster enclosure.
This new nozzle-shield combination was tested in the MOLSINK facility
under conditions identical to those of the original nozzle backflow test.
The results were analyzed and then compared to those of the original nozzle
backflow levels. This comparison indicates that the nozzle itself makes
little difference in the magnitude of the backflow, but the shield has a
strong effect on reducing the backflow in regions upstream of the nozzle
exit plane. This reduction is as much as a factor 
of 
three for close radii,
while at larger radii, the backflow is not affected.
The major purpose 
of 
the plume characterization was to measure the
backflow flux from the M IT pltmio in order to assist in clot ermining the effect
of its deposition on various spacecraft surfaces. The final assessment
of the plume backflow must include considerations, not only of the total
back-flow flux, but of what fraction of this flux actually deposits and what
actual effect does this deposit have on the various surfaces. These problems
depend strongly on the type of surface (solar array, thermal radiator, space-
craft housing, observation ports, etc) and the surface temperature. For example ,
corta hi solar colt irray designs use Teflon covers, and hence may be totally
Ifliarfected ley the I7ILL11 ►0 deposits
	
At the other extreme sensitive optical
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sensors with heavy plume deposits would have perturbed transmission or
absorption characteristics, and thus, significantly degraded performance
levels. Finally, continuing improvemei,ts in the thruster performance, includ-
ing increasing specific impulse and thrust, amply a reduction of the backflow
mass flux. With all of these factors in mind, the current measurements can only
be used for rough estimates of what the ultimate effect of the PPT plume
backflow will be.
.
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APPMMIX 1
QCM ERROR ANALYSIS
As discussed .in sect Lon 2.3, the primary PP7' pltmle has a significant
neutral component. From section 5.3, it is evident that the plume backflow
has an even larger component (up to 95%), hence to study the PPT plume mass
Clow, a diagnostic system is needed which is sensitive to both charged and
neutral particles. Quartz crystal microbalances (QG1s) were chosen for this
study because of this requirement and because they provide in-situ measure-
ments which do not require removal for analysts and subsequent danger of
EL;
	 cotrtmilination. In addition, their relative compactness allows several to be
used simultaneously without overcrowding the vacuwn facility.
The accuracy of a particular QG1 measurement depends on several factors
which can be split into two broad areas. The first area includes factors
which describe the relation between the mass flux at a certain location
and the actual collected mass when a QGTI is at this location. These ,factors
include considerations of the particle optics to the sensing crystal
(i.e., collimator design turd leakage), spurious mass accwnulation (due to the
vacutvn tank environm.ontal pressure and the pulsed thruster operation), and
the acconunodat:i.on coefficient of the collecting surface. The second area
includes factors which relate the acctuntilated mass to the measured, output
irequetrcy shift. These factors include the QDT temperature sensitivity
and electronic stability, the value of the calibration constant, and the
calculation of the frequency shift versus time. These factors will be
discussed individually,
 in the Following paragraphs and then used to calculate
a total rrror estimate.
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PARTICLE OPTICS
	 The plume ion number density has been measured and
estimated to be between 10 0 -101' 1
 cm  in the nozzle exit plane for distances
of order 50 cm away from the thruster axis, Presuming that the total
heavy particle number density is about 10 times the ion density gives
1010-1012 On . Average heavy particle elastic collision cross sections are
of order 10 13-10-14 011 2; hence, the particle mean free paths are around
I	 10-1.04 can. For the collimator designs used in the plume study effort,
the cli racteristic size is about 8 cm, which is less than the particle
mean free path. Thus, it is consistent to use simple optics theory with
its concepts of tll,- illuminato, penumbra and umbra viewing regions for '-he
collimator design and operation. Collisional effects which would smear the
distinction between these viewing regions can be and are neglected in the
data reduction of section 4.0.
The possibility of mass flux leaks around the collimator to the QCM
crystal was guarded against by careful shielding of the QCMs with Kapton
sheet around the back and sides of -the QCNI body. The shields combined with
the long particle mean free paths effectively prevented any flux from ainping-
i,ng on the collecting surface except for that which entered via the collimator
aperture.
SPURIOUS MASS ACM ULATION
	 The ultimate MOLSINK facility pressure
is of order 10 -12 torr, while the temperature is of order 25 K. Assuming
the gas in the chamber has a molecular weijht equal to the average molecular
weight of Teflon (16.6 amu), and using the ideal gas law, the particle density
can be estimated as approximately 10 17 g-can 3 . From kinetic theory the average mass
,flux through a unit area in one direction in a volume of gas is the product of
	
z
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the gas density and the sound speed divided by 4. Using 5/3 as the ratio of
Y	 specific heats, the sound speed at 25 K is ]..44x104 cni-secI ; thus the average
mass flux is 3x10 -14 g-62-sect . This flux is far smaller than the measured
Q04 fluxes; hence the error introduced by this low pressure environmental
fltLx is negligible.
During the ..dual test, with the thruster firing, the WLSINK environ-
mental pressure is pct constant, but fluctuates up to values considerably
larger than the ultimate low pressure of 1612 Corr. This fluctuation is
clue to the discharge pulse mass input into the tank, and thus, is of very
short duration. This short duration, combined with the pulse rate of once
every 20 seconds, prevents the available pressure measurement system from
giving an accurate value of the pressure ver,,;us time, primarily because the
gauge time constant is about 3 seconds, i.e., much longer than the discharge
pulse time. Due to this lack of available experimental data, the effect
of this pressure rise on the Qat measurement must be estimated analytically.
Tile PP1' discharge mass is about 1.56 mg-pulse 1 . This mass leaves the
thruster and travels to the NXISINK wall, 1.5 m away, with an average sonic
velocity of c. During the time after this first wall interaction, the mass
acc:tunulatec". v,i the QCM surfaces represents an error on the desired signal.
From the Phase I study, 99% of the discharge mass is absorbed by the wall
while the remaining 6% is backscattered. The backscattered mass travels
upstream to the opposite end of the MOLSINK, conservatively about 3 m away.
The time required ''L do this is 3 meters divided by the sound speed: 3/c.
AS.SMIning that L1111 1110 this time, the mass density, ^, , is equal to the remaining
G`;I of' the pltmxe mass divided by the tank volume (6,25 m 3), tlien the net mass
accimai l a ted cm the ivpresentat ive 0,01 surface is:
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'Mis is the accumulated mass during the time between the first and second
wall interactions. Assuming that all subsequent wall interactions reduce
the net mass by 50%, then the total mass accumulated on the QCM after one
discharge pulse is the stmt of ht l-2 
+ M2-3 + M3-4 ..., which is found to be
1.8XI6 3 fit;-can" _ pulse l . This figure is independent of the mass velocity
and temperature; however it depends critically on the assumption of uniform
density over the tank volume between collisions. If this assumption is
relaxed in favor of a more concentrated plume volume, then the total mass
accumulated on the QG1 would drop since the time of exposure of the QG1
surface to this density drops. In addition, if more than 50% of the mass is
absorbed during each wall interaction, the accumulated mass would drop.
These assumptions could easily make an order of magnitude difference in
the analysis.
The calculated environmental flux represents that flux which would, be
measured by an uncollimated QO1 in the MOLSINK tank. Comparing this result
with experimental data from collimated QCMs must be done after the collimated
QG1 data has been reduced to a total flux by having the collimator effect
:integrated out. This integration was done for the original PPT thruster and
nozzle in section 4,2 and the overall results are shown in Table VII. As can
be seen., the smallest integrated signal, which must be greater than the
enviromiental flux since it includes the backflow flux as well, is about
16, ug-cm2 -pulse1 at a location of 2.5 cm downstream and 70 cm radius.
Thus, the previous analytical result is roughly 180 times too large. As cwt,
be seen in Table VII, the majority of the data points are significantly
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larger than '1 1 5
 ug-cm-2-pulse-I
 thus the error due to the envir
is usually small. At its largest this error is no more than a factor of two
on the smallest backflow flux value.
QCM ACCOIv1CDATION COST—FIXIINT The boiling points of the basic monomers
of depolymerized Teflon are discussed in Reference 16. The lowest boiling
point mentioned is for I- exafluoropropene (C 3I'b), which is 144 K.
	
Further-
more, Reference 17 indicates that most chemical recombinations in the PPT
Plume occur within a few inches of the nozzle hence, the plume constituents
are primarily these basic monomers. Since the Q(lvls of the current study
were maintained at approximately 75 K, the e.ccommodation coefficient for these
materials should be very close to 1.0; hence all the incoming mass to
the QCM surface would be condensed on it. In any event, even if the accommoda-
tion coefficient is less than one, the QCD1 temperature is considerably lower
than ordinary spacecraft surface trmperatures. This indicates that
any spacecraft surface would have a. lower accommodation coefficient than the
QCMs used here, and thus would collect less material than that collected on
the QCMs of this study. In this respect, the measured QG1 mass fluxes are
conservative values of what would actually be affecting a spacecraft.
QM `i'lT1PERAIURE AND L ECTRONTC STABILITY Th ►rina the Phase T seoient
of the 1,lrune c11u1-actca r izziticm stuchy , a 004 design was developoJ which
provicleci n ►aximru ►^ electronic stability . ► nd mini.mtun temperature variations
in tine output freciuency. The use of a doublet temperature compensated design
and Al' cut quart-, cry stals provides a Q01 which is virtually insensitive to
temperature fluctuations in the range from -220 to -1800C.
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The thruster was floated with respect to the entire QCM system and the
electronics support package for each Q(31 was modified to use bipolar
transistors in order to eliminate the Q(31 sensitivity to thruster EMI. 	 w
As discussed in section 3.3, the QOM stability was experimentally checked
prior to the plume backflow measurement. The results demonstrated that
the maximum drift a output frequency can be up to 2.9 Hz. To minimize
the error induced by this draft, where practical, each experimental datum
was determined by at least a 20Iiz shift, thus the maximum error is less
than 10% for most of the data.
I^RC^^OUENCY SHIFT CALCULATION Fach QG1 output frequency was monitored
versus time for test times of order 20-40 hours. The time was measured
with a clock accurate to several minutes, and the frequency shift was
measured with a counter accurate to 1 liz. Measurements were made on the
average of once per hour; thus a minimum of 20 data points were accumulated
per QCM flux measurement. A linear regression analysis was used to cal-
culate the slope of the frequency shift versus time, which is directly
proportional to the accumulated mass flux. The error in the slope calcula-
tion is equal to ±	 ,where Q is the linear regression correlation co-
efficient. These coefficients are tabulated with the backflow measurements
in Tables IV quid VIII. As can be seen, the usual correlation coefficient
i.s about 0.95; thus the slope error is about + 10%.
001 CALIBRATION CONS'T'ANT 	Tl irincy the 001 development of the Phase I
segment of this effort, the calibration constant was derived analytically and
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111OUSUred experimentally, The calibration constant for an identical QGM
was mensured very iccuratel.y by Pfidllips (18)
 Using sputtered aluninuit as
tile deposit material. The calibration constant depends on the quartz crystal
oscii -tution frequency, HIC CLIt tillgIC, the quartz density and tile uniformity
of' the deposit oil the sonsing,
 surface. These qUantittles are an fixed
once the particulzu ,
 QCA1 design is chosen except for tho deposit unironfiry.
This imi romity was mimitied and is discussed In section 2.4, where it is
shown that the ITT plimio deposit is very smooth with relatively few point
11,1sod upon this ox,1111 hurit i oil, it wa.s Collchided thut the Q('N,-; in use
Car this: plume mlldN, ofTort urc identical to that ca I i1mited by miiij i;).,;.
The rin' ll vallu., of the Calibration constant nsed in the Phase 11 effort Is
the one round by Phillips, which is 1.77x10' S
 qq - C111 '2-11z- 1 :t5%.
SIZHARY	 The total error of the Q(N I'lim mottlsurom-nt is1	 0	 jut the roor
moan squarc, simi or the orrors discussed N the previous pmugraphs. This
VIT01 1 is 011	 Lihout -I- -MI ., howov"I. , [or a fow solocted data It cmi be
-
I
,-, high as a 1'.-ik-tor of 2.,, duc, 'to the potential environmental f1m. Onco
this dala is usod in tho minhysis of soct ion 4,0 '111 OdditiO11111 L1ICOI`t,1ijIt)' of
about ,) I'Zictor of -,is introduced due to the an"ll-vtical assumptions and Hillita-
The N11,11 values of, pltuilo bachNow miss QIIX b z ive rul uncertainty
zovtit a roctor of , ,, III) to 5 I*or the' ivi)rst case,
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APPMDI,X 2
COORDINATE TRANsmmrim
A coordinate system :-(x,y,z) is attached to the thruster (see Figure 2q).
'llic axial distance down the plime from the nozzle exit plane is z; x and y are
transverse coordinates with the 0,01 array holder located in the negative
y-direction (x=O).	 The array holder slants down and away from the thruster
exit at all angle of 12.7 0 . Four pairs of QO-1s, labeled A, B, C, D are located
on the holder at negative y-values of 38 cm, 54 cm, 70 cm and 86 cm, respectively.
Since the y increment between pairs is l6m, the corresponding z increment is
16 tan 12,7 0=3.606 cm. Each pair has a QCN positioned at x=+ 7.9375 CM.
A translation of ^ to coordinates q1S = (x t Yts s, 
ZV) with origin at pair centers
s,
(see pair B in Figure 2-1) is accomplished as ^" -
I 
where
s	 At 
Xt = 0; yt = -38,-54 P -70,-86; and z. = ZA I ZA + 3.606, zA + 7.212, "A + 10.818 for
pairs A, B, C, D, :respectively. Pair A QClvls are labeled I and 2; pair B, 3 and 4,
pair C, 5 and 6; pair 1). 7 and 8.	 Odd litullber Q(TIS llwo a positive X
position, even nee ative.
A second transfoniiation of coordinates from A's to Its = (xs ,ys ,zs) consists of
 translation A\ = 7.9375 to a particular QD4 center plus a rotation about
the x-axis of all angle a (right hand rotation, see QD1 2 in Figure 2-1):
X = Xf ; AX
	
s	 s
	
Ys	 s
= )11 cosy + Y I s ilias
	
s	 S simy + z Cosa
The	 afl!; i ,4 Ilow the OCNI Collimator tool" dirok-ti oil I'ol- a dill anglo (X,
Tho flonlial to the Q01 crystal has .1 I'ised dip '111glo ot"	 lienco tll('
Collector angle relative to Z is i = (,-22.5". Vor -8 t) , a 5V'31 then
*	 i
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-30.5"	 34.50.
If the plume is to be assumed axially symmetric, then more convenient
coordinates are	 (r,O,z) where x = r core, y = rsine. The transf-oniiation
(r,G z)o,, (x,, ys , z.) is a three step process.
0
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APPINDIX 3
SOLID ANGLE CALCULATION FOR WALL QCNS
IL:
ky
I
The solid angle of the QC?4s used to measure backscatter from the wall
is calculated neglecting wall curvature. The Q01s see the wall through whole
of radius P.o ; their surface is a distance d from the wall and h from the cover
plate front (see Figure 3-1). The equation of the sight cone of collector surface
clement dAc located at r - R, C = z = 0 is
[r cosy - R(1-z /}1)] 2 * r2 sin2 0 = 11 z2-T-}
The surface area seen by element dAc
 is bound by the circle
[r coso - R(1 -d/h)j2 + r2 sin20 = (Ro d/11) 2 R
which is centered at x = rcoso =--R^ h _1^ Coordinates relative to the circle
center are denoted by a prime. Consider a wall element dA located at (r,o),
the angle y between a line from dAc
 to dA and the wall normal is given by
d
cos Y -	
_
(r' cuso 1 -Rd/h)` + (r'sino l ) '+d
It is astmied that the wall backscatter intensity has the form I = Io cosy.
Also, the sol id angle of dAc as seen  by the wall element is
cosy dAc
do = (r'coso'-Rd/h)" + (r'sin0') + d
'file total flux to the QCM surface is
2	 ?n	 R .	 r'dr'dt'
	
1 , = f R114) (IN = 10(1 j dAc f
	
-
	
3 c7 
f
	
[(rlcosol -R d/ i) +(r'sino') +d ]
2	 7
where dAc = 2 ,andR, N P< Ro Let u= -^ ,v- I.' , then integrating over o° gives:
F =(MRo)" Io S(a)
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Pigure 3_I. Wall 0{M Geometry
1
2	
9
fo	
(u +v + a) dv du
-=for a (h/Ro) , with S(a) a	 fo
	
[ (u+v+a) 2 -4 uv ] /' 2
For the present geometry, a=1.96 and ntnnerical evaluation gives S=0,2710823,
Using Ro= 0.396875 cm, Io (ug-pulsel -cm2-sterl) is given by a datum
F(t.,g/pulse) as 1 0 = 2.373F.
k
R
i
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APPINDI X 4
SLANMID COTAINNUR SOLID ANGLE CALCUIXION
71 10 QCM signal results from particles scattered in a plume slice defined
by the collimator. For each volume element in a slice, tile QGI collector
opening, presents a solid angle Q to the scattering source; reduction of the
00NI data to find the -source distribution thus requires an e\:pi-ession for the
solar • e weighting f*tictol l V/Ci. An analysis of the collimator geometry Follows,
see I* guru 11-I.. In the fLgiwo, the source Or scattering point is	 (x 5 , Y S , z
in coordinates attached to the collimator. The collector is at an angle T relative
to the z-,,axis (Figure 4-2) and is defined by jxj 	 h/2, Ici - w12. The aperture slit
IzI	 a/2 for x=rsinO, y--rcoso.of the collimator is defined by 
r=rcp Pl'^Oal
The collector unit normal vector n= (0,COs-r,-SiIIT) and a collector area element
dxd r- JA is located at A 
c 
= (X,^SiIIT	 WOST). The corresponding solid angle
differential is
d o 	 .A
R'
where 14\ = ins '-Itc . This 
is to he integrated over the intersection or overlap of the
opening and the projection or mapping Of the aperture Slit from the source point
to the plane of the collector. ('File penuiibra corresponds to a partial overlap,
the umbra to a null. overlap, and the illtuiiinato to full overlap.) The mapping
is gil'(91 by
[rcco.';T (y.,sino -xscoso ) +sin-r (x^s z-rc zssino
(y,s z-rc z s cost)
where 1) = cos I ( )vrccoso ) 
-sing (zs---).
*A
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The Jacobian is
D(X JC) ^--c (yscosT - Zssin-r )2(xssino + yscose - rd
0 (Q,Z )	 11
The mapping is nonsingular as long as D>0: only the region y s>rc is (and need be)
considered. Since Rc << Rs , the solid angle is approximately
ds,	 (yscos, - z ssin-c)	 3
dA 
	
R	
1 +RR Z Ixsx + (ys ,i11T+ ZscosT)
S
2	 2
with an error less tii,-►n	 h + W2 , i.e., less than 1% for Rs=rc . With
s
Rs» rc for most volume elements, this expression gives negligible error.
fact ti rc/ys <1 and xs s psin^, ys - pcos^. The inverse mapping through order
x2	 r, ?	 is 0 =¢ + (1-Rcos¢)(1+RCOSOO n
I. _	 r
C	 c
Z=nos^L s+s(1-ocos,p) I(.1 +13cos^C ) (	 yscosT-t;zscos^) -' (1-acos^) n2zscosV
IC	 J
0
	
where r,.zr sing + r sin• rcos^ , ri= r cosh -r 	sinTsin^.
s	 c	 c	 c
The penwihra region with respect to 0 at 0=0a is for
^=oa - (1 - ^:cosO^^) Ir cos0 -	 sinr sine + A ^  + B x
C	 c	 c	 c
where
A = (1-ocosod sin0a cosoa
B = cos 2 0a - sill 2 oa + 2$sin2oa cos0a
C = sinew (cosoa+asin2Oa)
rsing -C (rsinl•) 1
C	 c	 J
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lSince oa is relatively large and the region small, any variation in the presumed
small source function is neglected and half the region is included in the
illuminato, the other half in the innbra:
dp w 0	 if J^ > ^*
jxj ` h/2 if 101
2
where O=oA+ (1-Rcosoa) (r sinT) sinoa-A( h +C (r sinT)2
C	 C	 C
The problem of calculating Q- is now reduced to that of the penwubra region with
+
respect to z (or ). Define	 s (z 2) and y-max( - ,-w/2) , ^ 2=_ min(c; ).
Then 42= 0 if C l> ^2 and the combined penumbra-illuminato is for ^l t C t ^2:
h/ 2
	
(y.COST-z sinT)	 3x
—,3 ,
	
dx ( t2 - 1 ) 1+ 2 x + 3 2 (y ssinr + z scosT) ( ; 2+ 1l)
Rs	 Rs	 2%
-h/ 2
The integration is to be done numerically.
	 Angle ^* is to be calculated with
C replaced by h(c1+C 2). The equation for ^ can be put into an approximate
quadratic form:
K2  2 - K1;+Ko=0
giving	 Tj- (1+ K--2–) , Here Ko = (z-Rcos^p zsP)Ys
where
	
X	 2	 x
ta (:c) 1-(1-Rcos^)i•c sink+hcos^ [cosh+R (2-3cos q)] r 
K  = ysCOST(1-RCOSO)+sinT [z-z sCOSO(COSO+Osin20] + (1-RcoW s.n^coso
[ rGCOST+(cos h+R(1 - 3cos 2W zssin r
 ] x
c
K2 = (1 - scos^) sin 2	 z^sinT [cosr+(1-3$c0s^) cosh s sinT ]
2rc
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i
Bach source point has as its weighting factor the collector solid
angle w/47r times the appropriate volume element size.
b
A similar formulation holds for a surface source function. In particular,
the solid angle factor may be used when weighting wall backscatter if attenuation
is neglected. Also needed in this particular situation is the additional far`or
of the cosine of the angle between the QG1 solid angle direction and the wal.'
normal. (The wall boundary is considered to be a smooth surface defined by
the inner extremities of the anechoic chamber.) The wall is elliptic with,
its center located at zc= 4.445 cm downstrem ►► of the PPT exit plane and with
•	 semunajor axis a ='150 cm and semiminor axis b = 100 cm. The wall is given
z-z
as rw = b l a c 
2	
. The wall normal vector is proportional to
y
(rwcoso, rwsino, -rw drw) in plume based coordinates, where .,rw drw
	
(z-zc).
dz	 dz a
Also, the wall area element dAw = rw l dzd,'^, where 1 is the axial wall arc
2	 z-z 2
length, 
^'w 
T= IJ.- (1_ (a) )^ a 
c ) ] A,.
The solid angle direction is sbiiply (r W`coso, r`Vsino,z) translated to (Q)G1 based
coordinates (without rotation through dip angle, see Appendix 2). The cosine
is calculatedly), taking the inner product of the normalized direction vectors.
Total wall backscat'V into a. QCM can be easily found by seaming I wsZrv' , for
5111,111, d lscret e increments Az, AO.
Fortran Subroutine Listinns
The subroutines used in the upper botuid wall scattering correction estimates
`	 and source Functioni  analysis follow. Subroutine names, usages, and. argument
list definitions are:
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6NAME USAGE ARGLWNTS
(1) RBFLC Used to calculate corrections ALPHA - dip angle: ZA-axial position
due to wall 'scattering of QCM pair A: IQCM-QCM number: DT,
DZ-intervals A0, AZ
	
for integral sum
(2) IVSF Gives normal wall intensity R,Z - coordinates rw,z
(3) MATRIX Calculates influence matrix AM-array name:
	
M,N-row and
of volume source function column size
(4) WFUN Does coordinate transforma- X,Y,Z or R, THETA, Z- source
dr
tions and calls solid angle coordinates; WDR- -rw --T; ALPHA, ZA,
subroutine IQCM-gives QCM position, see above; N-
number of intervals for Simpson's
integration for Q; LGL-logical,
variable, if FALSE, then WF'UN
w
multiplies 0 by cosine factor
(5) OMEGA Calculates 0 XS, YS, ZS - source coordinates
relative to collimator: TAU- collector
slant angle; H,W- collector hole size;
ATHETTA, A- aperture opening
	
angle
and width; RC- collimator can radius;
N- integration intervals
(6) COE-FF	 Calculates coefficients 	 Q-O, Q1, Q2, RHO, R1, R2 coefficients;
used to find c1 2
	
	
X- collector surface coordinates;
Z- aperture edge position; YS-
source coordinate
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(7) LIMITS
	
Calculates , 2
 ± r, 	 X-collector coordinate: ZL-
aperture edge position; XS, ZS -
source coordinates; W2- collector
t
half-width; ERR- maximwn quadratic
a
teen in calculations of ,^; ZP, ZN-
(C 2 -
 1), (4 2 +^l)
(4) mi	 Calculates planne boundary
	
'11iffA, Z- plume coordinates
radius (TPA=Tan of ex1m nsion
angle)
h
b
c
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R
I IO N)	 kF F LC 4A.LrNA * 7A * IQC 1" * D*l *P71
DATA
Vzo qf^	 I
4w Y=O 00
6 LIOR =f
7 P :: W F UN ( X 9 Y 9 Z it A LPVA ♦ Z A•10 CM• e, 	 F A L S F
14• SUM=000
j I T	 T I N T f DT * 1) *5
0 1 F	 I T & t T e 1	 TT=l
z F L ()A I f I T
f5=71NT/A
A I7=7JNJ T/j) 7+D#,n
IF(17 * LTe1)	 77=1
A=Ft('ATfl7)
7S=ZINT/A
17* 7=0
1 011	 0	 K ? =1 9 1 7
1) R	 L^ . 4 44 4 4 * 7 — 1 e	 7556
k= I	 , fJ-1	 ")F-4*WDk *WDR
I F	 F, 9LE oV a 0	 GO	 10
Sf	 Q R T 4 R
1,= 1	 f4	 R	 11
-4 If	 L I e 0 e 0	 GC	 10	 20
P=8*5ORTIR)
2 fF=SF*WSF(Re 7)
I P E T A	 (`	 T S
1*1 0 	 10	 KT=l t l T
=W 1 1	 R 9 T H I T A 9 7• v' f) P)
F ( t s t.F s (1,0)	 (jO	 10	 10
SUM =SU NI # A * S F
1'' t 	 TP E 7 It 	T P k T A 4 T S
3
744* Rr F IS	 1	 7 4 ^,3 P9 3F —2
	
1	
?S	 S U
P r T H F
Fr D
Ft,N Cl ION	 wSF (R•Z)
Vh I	 A T A N'^	 P * 17 — 4 a 4 4 li
rl	 F X 1 1	
4 ld T UP19
a. f	 0
ORIGINAL PALL
OF POOR QuAjjrf
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1+
2+
3+
4+
f. +
7+
lt)+
11+
1?+
14*
1^.r
10*
17+
1r•
19+
n^*
21+
P2*
2K .
i4+
e6*
i 7 ^
2 90
31^
3^ *
34*
6*
37*
1^.
Y LI +
4i
41*
42*
4'^*
44*
4h *
46 *
47+
4A
S
4
IL:
f
1
.'S
4
5
6
SUbROUTINC MATRIX ( AMtktAl
PARAMETER NDP=40gNSP=3i:
RUAL AM(NDPt NSP)•ZV(N1'P)9ALPHV(NDP)IRI(NSP)tR2(NSP)9
C	 T1(N;P)9T2(NSP)tZl(NSP)tZ2(NSP)
INTE'Grk M901vlQV ( NDP)91R9ITtIZ
FORMAT(213t1P3E12.5)
FOR M AT (1P 2F.12. 5 t T 3 )
FORMAT(1PFE1.12.5)
FCRMAT(11 i 1t4X21HR9THETA9Z INCREMENTS=1P3E12+5)
FORMAT(1H(,t5X35HDP	 ZA	 ALPHA	 IQCM/
C	 (5x I3 ♦ 1 X1P2E12.:., t`JX T2) )
F(kMAT (1Hnt5X2HSP 95X4HRMINgoBX4HR'MAXYFXAHTHETAMIN94X8HTHETAMAX%
G	 6X4HZMIN'PAX4HZ.M.AX/(5XI3t]X1P6F12+5))
READ(5 f l) MtNtDRoDT90i
READ(592) (ZV(I) * ALPHV(I ,PIQV(I)tI=1tM)
R+:AD(5. 3) (RI(I) 9 R2(1)•T1 (7) tT2(I ) tZl(I)tZ2(1)91=19N)
1WRITL(694) DRtDT*DZ
6RITC(6#9) (I+ZV(I)9ALPHV(D9iSV( I)91=11M)
WRITE( 696) (IgRI ( I)tR2 ( I)ITl ( I)9T2(I ) tZl(I) /Z2(I)9I=19N)
VO 1CJ T=19M
K= r.fi
A	 =	 ufU^'( X, rt Z,ALPHV( I)tZV(I)110V ( I)969 9 7RUE+)
nn 1 	 J = 1 9 N
SUM=0.0
A=T2(J) — T 1(J)
TT=A/DT+':.5
IF(TT.LT.1) IT=1
E' --FLOAT(IT)
7S= A/ Ci
THETA= T1(J)+u.5*TS
A =Z2(J)-Z1(J)
IZ=A/CZ+ i .5
I F (IZ.LT.l) TZ=1
F—FLQAT(I7)
74=A/F
r)C 5	 T=1.IT
7=Z1 (J)+^,.!,*ZF,
Co 4	 Kl= 1917
A=RM fTHF'TA.Z)
A=AMIN1(AvR2(J))
A=A-41 (J)
IFfAeLF.1+9C) GO TO 32
Tt =A/nR+n.r
IF (Lk.LT.l) IR =1
B=Ft.OAT(Tk)
Pfi=A/t?
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49 • ►rsP 	 tJ)+,'.!I*rs
a( K ('^?	 ;^:	 kN;= 1 •I li
52• A= A+R+PS
65+ SUM=suit+A
I 3; r^ mR +RS
55+ 32 CONTINUC
,J	 + 4t• 1=7+2C
t 7+ b', THirTA=THE TA* TS
57-* f=1.74E32	 H-2	 TS+ZS
AN t19 J  )=A+SUM
f^+ 10 r LI NT INUE
61+ RrTUPN
t^A F No
]+ f L ► NCTIM , 	wFUNIXgY•ZtALPHA*TAPIQCMgN-PLGL) I
2+ REAL	 X•Y,/•ALPHA.ZA.SC
3+ )'VTR: C;F.R	 IQCM.N RJ !
40 LOGICAL
	 LC-L
rIMfNSION	 SC(7)9V(3
6+ COMMON/SAC/SC
7+ PATA	 rA•^Y.•DZ^RC^A^FI^w^FtTC1/^ Z.
	 ^ ^.937^•3.606^7.9376^0.7937
	 ^
F^ C	 L'.E,;,' q.F3'a•1.7 u ` 3293F-2/
X=Y
1C+ Y=Y
I 1 + r' =! a
1^ + r - ALPHA-P A
PL =OM f(,A(VTR or) A9RTC+C•H9W95,4 0oA9RC+k)
;4 J=IOCM+I
1,a+ J=J12
17+ (•L =FLOAT (J)
Ill+ YT=38. t +l f * C *P L
1^+ ZT=2 A+Pl*KL
?(+ ?T=-XT
?3+ J = I Q Ch'i2
^w+ 4'b It7CM-J-J
2' + C=PTO+ALPPA
24+ '  - rIN,(V
( =C n S ( C)
GE,+ ^.(,	 TV	 j
r'?+ t NTPY
	 W 	 I (R 9TH ETAoZoW("R)
2N+ VP R =6,OR
C a + rL=RTr.+THf TA
'	 ' '
i
}	 (; • C r s (+, L)
	
ORIGINAL PAGE j$Y	 k * S 1 N c R L)	
OR POOR QUALITY
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?Sr
S4 r
36+
31*
38 *
3 c) *
4i" *
GI *
42*
4 .r *
44 r
4-*
p E r
47*
4t++
49+
5i
r, 1
C '7 +
`4+
c c, *
56*
7*
i
4
i
1*
;? r
ix
4*
rr x
c, x
7*
Fi
^x
ilr
12*
I3*
y4+
I`.r
1 E•
t M1'TRV WF2/kvYo7)
1 r	 kS=X
Y4=Y+Y1
ZS =7+7T
E: L=EX
I'^'(J.EQ.I ) R'l.= — aX
XS=XS*RL
AF=1*P
IFILGL) GO TO 20
VII)=Xr
V(2)=YS
Vc:{)=ZS
CAll FL c NRMfi9VgRL)
v11)=X
Yt2)=Y
V(3) =WDR
CALL 5L2NRM('gVgAF)
AF=(X*XS*Y*YS+WVR*7S) t( RL*AF )
2 1, 	 rONIT I NUF"
RL =YS
YS= YS, +C+7.S+g
7S=2r+C—RL*S
RI=0M 1•CA2(XS•YS*7S
WFUN =799577472E- 2*RL*AF
4 t : TURN,
V N10
FUNCTION (:ME(^A(XS*YSvZS•TAUrh',tWioATHETAipAiRCwh')
izrAL XS9YSv7SiPTAU*HPWPATHETAvAtRCvS*X-oA29W29rRP-p7Dt7A
INTFGER NvJ
rOr"MON /SA.0/R CP.SI NTAU.COS TAUtBETA• SI KPH X•COSPh1I • CF
1
	
VOkMAT (4X"HEETA=I PE IC.392X3HRS= 1P3E1C.3)
FO[^MAT (4X4iirRR=1Pk 1,1).3.p2X3HRS=1P3E1t.3)
3
	
F'ORMAT( 4X6HOMEG-A=IPElC:. •2X3FRS= 1P3EI0.3)
TAUR = 1. 7453293E -2*TAU
THETAR=1.745329?jF —2*ATHETA
SINTAU=SIN(TAUR)
COSTAU =COS(TAUR)
:.iNTHT=SIN'(THFTAP >
('0STHT=C0S(T if TAR)
A2=i .5*A
h^= ^.5*N
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s
litMIMI nn-
i1H*	 t,lsN—N/2
19*	 N=N+N
2i*	 S=FLOAT (N )
21*	 ENTRY ()MCCA2lXSgYSgZS)
22*
	
flMFr A= t L . (
23*	 PS =XS*XS+YS*YS+7S*ZS
24*	 f'S3=fiS*SAKT(RS)
25*	 PHI=ATAN2(XS*YS)
20	 STPlPHI=SIN(PPl)
21+	 COSPHI=C(1S(PHI )
28*	 lf(YS.NE.`a.U) ROTA=RC/YS
29*
	 IF( G.G.LC.YS * AND * YS.LF.RC.ANC. ABS( XS).LE*RC.AND.APS(ZS)*LE,A)
3L*	 C	 WRITE(691) SETAvXS*YS92S
31*	 IF(AhS(PHI).fE*Ie0) RETURN
32*	 IF(Y5.LEo PCe OR.ASS(ZS*BETA*COSPHI).679(A2+w2)) RETURN
33*	 CFA=1.t`-PFTA*COSTllT
34*	 F.•=CFA * S INTHT *C OSTHT
35*	 C=SINTHT* (Ct)STHT+BETA*SI.N7H7*SINTHT)
3t*	 CF=1.t:—BETA*COSPHI
'7*	 F1 =YS *CrSTAU —ZS*SI.NT AU
3P.*	 F4=YS*SINTAU+7,S*COSTAU
39*	 C SIMPSON O S RULE INTEGRATION
4L- *	 X= — H2
41*	 E(?P.=('.t
42*	 CALL LIMITS(r9A29YS*ZSgW2*ERPsZ0*ZA)
43*	 f 1=2A
44*	 f 2=Z0
45*	 F3=X*20
46*	 F.'4=ZA *i D
47*	 00 V I=1 rN
4k+	 J= 112
49*	 J=I —J•J
^„`•	 X =X +H /S
E1*	 CALL LIMI TS( X.A2-PYSpZf,*W2 -PURR -vZDPZA)
c2#	 W F =29 V
F; ? *	 IF(J.E(J.1 ) WF=4.t,
54*	 LF(I.CO.FR) WF =1.0
Fit;*
	 E 1=F:1+WF*ZA
56+
	
F2=E:2+WF• 71)
57*	 E's =F'3.k;F*x*Zn
.j	 t'4=F'4*WF*7A*ZD
59*	 1	 CDNT I f^Uf
f.! *	 )WF=3.';*S
(1*	 F1=El/WF
f,2*	 c 2=F2/WF
F4*	 F 4=F41WF
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I
1
I%
r>^'+ Ir'tCRR.!-T-.
	 o )	 WNITE"(E-•2)	 ERR iXS•YS92S
I6+	 C
'r.7+ X =HURC
E)H•* WF=;i.S+FI *£+I NI T AU/RC
(..9* R;F=THEI AR +CF L* IS1 NTHT *WF+C*6F*WF-R* X+X)
l!'* IF(ASS(PHI).(-',T.WF)	 RETURN
7l+ WF=30"/R.I.
72* K= Eel.+WF*XS*E :+i..S+WF*F2*E4
73* WF=F1*H*XIRS3
74* IF(WF.LT.I:.J)	 WIRITEC6.3)	 WF• XS•YS91S
7;* CmE4A= AMAxl (WF9r,.9f)
76* f• F TOP N
77* rNr•
	
1*	 1,LlFr0UTIklr Crit F'F( Q09 CIt029R ►.•R1•R2•X•Z•YS)
PFAL 0" •t. 1•0M79RJrkl•R"••X•Z•YS,
	
3*	 CCMMON/SAC/R C• STAU•CTAU•PtTA•SPH1•CPHI•CF
	
K+	 ;a1 =CF * CTAU*Y^ *(I * V +BE TA* SPHI*CPHI*X/RC)+Z*STAU
	
F *	 r;2 -CF+STAU*CIAU*SPHI*SPHI
	
7*	 ►1 = RC—CF*X*(SPHI+G.6)*CPHI*(CPHI+BETA*(290-3eC*CPHI*CPHI))* X/RC)
FS * F' = CPf4I *R I
	i*	 RI=CPIII+PE7A*SPHI*SPHI—CF *SP hI*(CPHI*BE. TA — 3.0 *BETA*CPHI* CPI I)+X/RC
N1=CPHI*STAU*k1
	11+	 r =CF*(13.:)—l.ri*BETA*CPHI)*SPFI*SPHI*CPHI*STAU *STAU/RC
	
12*	 F E'TURN'
	
13+	 ..1)
jbb"
^y
	
1+	 FUNCT10N R M ( flifTA•7)
	
2 *
	FF;AL THETA•Z
	
;in	 nATA RF•TNA/7.69:.267^-4919/
	
4 *
	a =J?E•TPA*7
	
e,*	 p= 6v 6666(z#-7F -3*Z — Z 96'.`33331 2
	
7*	 =1:.,J.:*S 1FT(14)
	
*	 RM=AMIr.1t A 	 )
I TURN
„	 iCi*	 rNp
f
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'ORIGINAL OAOF CDR QU
	
1*
	
rl'Ut,N OUT 1NF, LIN,
 ITS (X ► ZL*YS*ZS*W2 ► CRRpZP ► ZN)
	
2^
	
RFAL X ► 1,L.•YS ► 7,S ► N2 ► ERR•7_ P * ZN_* S ipOO9 J1 * Q2*RG ► R1*R2
C'IMENSION S(7)
	
4+
	
COMMnhJSACJS
CALL COEFF(GCoGl ► r2*Rt.*Rl*R2*X ►ZL*YS)
	
t', *
	
t^=^r,-r^c•zs
Gc^=Q2+R2*ZS
ZP rO{^+c^'/ tGl ^l^ll
IF'(lf'S(ZP) * f-J * ERR ) ERR=ABS(ZP)
	
11 +^
	 7 r-1:Gi;e(1*C*ZP)/Ql
	
1G+
	
CnLL f;t)tfFtfli *(:1 ► Q2 ► tt('*R1 ►R2*X*-ZL*YS)
l 1,
	 C;..,=Q ?—R!!+ 7S
14 +^
(;2=ti2+R2*2S
	
lk^*
	 Zrd sG+ r, * (^2J t t^ 1 *G2)
	
17*	 JFfAHS(ZN ) * GT * ERR) ERR=AHS(ZN)
1N,-.00 * (l• r. +ZN) /(i1.
	
19*	 «1_ZP+ZN
2	
-*ZX12+W2
	
71*
	 IFfAFS(02).GT * W) c,2=SIGN(W9Q2)
Zf'=AM'lNl f 7Pq W2 )
73*
	
;4+
	
ZI'=1P-1N
i 5	 1P=AMA NI ( 7P ► ')* Q)
1FtLP:(;1' * C4V) Cdr=TN+Z^d
	
r/*	 7N 7p*G2
PCTURN
F'^ C)
4
a
!1
s
APPENDIX 5
I
EFFECTIVE (Q4 SLIT ANGLE
It is desired to reduce the Q01 data (in ug/pulse) cf plume backscatter
t o .t l ocat 111 t c'I1S i t y Value. To do this, the effective collecting area-solid
angle product needs to be calculated. For a given element of area on tho Q31
surface, the solid ajigic, is defined by the aperture slit area. Coordinates
relative to the collector have the x-axis as the tilt axis and y-axis as
the look direction (see Figure 4-2, Appendix 4). The aperture slit is r=rc,
a/2 for x - rsino, y - rcoso. Since the QCM surface
normal is at an angle T to fine look direction, (see Figure 4-1 , Appendix 4),
cnt the collect ion surface yc= t'si11•r, zc= ^cos T and the area element dAc = dxd^.
4.
'('he effective collection area is coso cosT dAc . For given x, ^, let l = Raperture
l^rnl lc^ctc^i° theii (ks = I ' (l 'n) rc dodz where R2 = rc `
+x2
+t; 2+z 2 -2zrcosT-2rc
} 2	 ^ ^	 ^ 2	 2(^sinn+r,sinrcos[^) wid (IZ'n) = R`-v", v". (xcoso-rsinTsino) +(z- l;cosT)
Integrating over z from -a/2 to a/2;
a/2
	
osO(h" = r	 Cos() do 1 tan-1	 ua	 _ f	 wdz
	
.1-c^	 i^	 a"+r,"cos -°a `/-	 Rc
c1	 •I	 -a/2
	
whol'o (I = '^ +x
	 ii - 2rc (xsillc)+tsinrcos^'7) and w= 1-(1-v`/R2)^. TI1e
;IrE;cmlellt ot , tho itivorsr tangent is small; the fmct ion is replaced by tine first
two tot'llis o l , its Tovlol' Series. Ivithin a:n Orror of order ( a ^ 4 - 1O-4
.	
1•c
	
IV _ ley
	 Gild
1'R"	 LC^
	
f oscull - ,irC	 coscxlt)
	 1	
---^ (r`y ( z=(1+ - a`)
	
f t)	 a +i cos 2 i-a'"/	 2r
a	 4	 c
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(.Second tell has been i-oduced to lowest ender,) The first term call be expanded
for large rc and r e placed by
rl+	 (xSin()+(,51n(COSt))+ T
	
12(xs in0+ CsinTcosn)2^ 	(x2+ r2 - T
	 rC2
L	 cc	 rC
Integrating over x from - to j and. over 4 from -w/2 to w12,
fc asodWAC = -'hw (1+c)
	 sin coil , the small factor
C
2	 2	 2
1	 h	 2	 1 
	 (2+cos20) Sill	 1	 a
	
C = - $ VC
cos ea + $
 _
4_)
c	 a	 ] "
	 rc
Since C is of order 103 , it may be neglected. The effective slit angle is
:imply r1 = 0.1 radian = 5.73 0 .
c
Intensity variations with respect to 0(plmie transverse direction) will
be neglected and a mean intensity as a function of the dip angle only is
calculated. This intensity is the datim divided by Ac I,1` cost cm2-rad
C
Ac = hw. Nmerically, the divisor is 4.03225 x 1.712 c1112 -rad COST or
2.31 oil 2-cost.
